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how to use this guide
The aim of this guide is to provide practical advice
to anyone wanting to set up a group certification
scheme. It describes specifically the requirements
for FSC certification, but may also be useful for
those setting up group schemes for other standards. It is divided into five sections:
●

An introduction to group certification (Section 1)

describes certification in general and group
certification in particular. This is useful if you
want some background information, but if you
are already familiar with certification you may
not need to go through it again.
●

Setting up a group scheme (Section 2) provides a

step-by-step guide to what you need to do to set
up your own group scheme.
●

Supporting and involving members (Section 3)

focuses on what the members will need to
do and helps you to ensure they will be
properly prepared.
●

Chain of custody (Section 4) discusses the need

for ensuring the traceability of wood produced
by group members, an essential requirement if
the wood is to be sold as ‘certified’.
●

Getting your group certified (Section 5) explains

how the certification process works and how a
group manager should go about getting the
group certified.
Where documentation is required, templates and
model documents have been prepared. These are
listed in Appendix 1. The full documents can be
found in the companion publication Group
Certification for Forests: Model Documents available via the website, www.proforest.net (click on
Publications). Some of these documents are ready
to use, while others will require some further work
to customise them for your particular situation.
Even those documents which are ready to use can
always be amended to suit your particular circumstances. Alternatively, you may decide to develop
your own system and not to the use the templates
we provide.

Appendix 2 contains the FSC Principles and
Criteria, along with the FSC website reference,
so users can check that they are up-to-date.
Appendix 3 lists acronyms commonly used when
discussing the certification of forests.
Case study boxes To help explain the diversity

of approaches to certification which might be
taken by groups of different sizes, complexity
and membership type we give case studies of three
different ‘model groups’. These model groups are
described in Case study box 2.1, and examples of
how each of them might meet the various requirements are given throughout this guide in other
case study boxes.
It is up to you how you use the guide, but if the
concept of certification and group schemes is new
to you, it might be best to begin by reading
through the whole guide to get an overall impression of what will be required. The sections can
then be taken one at a time and considered in more
detail. Those wishing to begin developing a group
scheme straight away should start at Section 2.

Developing a group certification scheme: a practical guide
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more constructively with the forest products
sector. Certification of well-managed forests
provides a mechanism for doing this.

1 an introduction to group
certification
●

Investors Many banks and investment companies are now developing ‘green’ or ‘ethical’
investment policies and gradually phasing out
investments which are clearly socially or environmentally damaging. Certification provides
a mechanism for assuring investors that their
money is going into forests which meet high
social and environmental standards.

●

Insurers As more and more cases of historical

1.1 What is certification and
why is it needed?
Forest certification is the process of verifying, in
an independent and credible way, that a forest is
managed in accordance with a publicly-available
standard. There are a number of reasons why
forest certification has become such an important
part of forest management over the last decade,
with many different parties potentially benefiting:
●

Forest owners and managers Forest managers

can benefit from certification in many ways.
For some, it provides access to markets, or even
a better price for their product. For others it
fulfils requirements of investors, insurers or
funders. For other forest managers certification
of their forests is a tool for demonstrating to
their stakeholders – employees, shareholders,
local communities, NGOs and so on – what
they themselves already know: that their forests
are very well managed.
●

Processors and retailers For many of those

involved in the wood products trade, particularly at the retail end of the supply chain, the
negative publicity and resulting campaigns and
boycotts generated by poor forest management
were becoming a risk to the image of the organisation. Certification provides an effective and
efficient mechanism for allowing retailers and
others to demonstrate that their wood and paper
products originate from well-managed forests.
●

mismanagement of social and environmental
issues appear, insurers are becoming increasingly
keen to minimise their risk by demanding good
social and environmental management from
companies they insure.

Campaign groups During the 1980s and 1990s

there were many campaigns run by environmental and social NGOs relating to bad forest
management and the resulting forest products.
As a result, many people stopped buying certain
types of wood like tropical species, or even
stopped buying wood altogether. Many groups
eventually decided that this ‘campaign and
boycott’ was not the most constructive way
forward any more and wanted ways to engage

●

Donors and aid organisations Certification is

an independent mechanism for verifying that
donor or aid money given to promote sustainable forest management is achieving its goal.
This is very useful for many donor organisations
as they are coming under increasing pressure
to demonstrate their success.
Whatever the reason for certification, there are
always two things which are required:
●

a published and widely-accepted forest management standard which defines what ‘good forest
management’ is

●

a mechanism for independent, third-party
certification to verify whether the standard is
being met.

1.1.1 Standards
There have been a number of processes around
the world which have developed international,
regional or national standards. One of the most
widely used within the wood and paper sector is
the Forest Stewardship Council and its international set of Principles and Criteria (FSC P&C).
These set out the technical, economic, environmental and social requirements for good forest
management, providing a standard which forest
managers should aim for.
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1.1.2 Certification
Credible independent, third-party certification
requires two different organisations:
●

The certification body (or certifier) This must

be an independent organisation which has the
systems, training and people needed to assess
whether or not the management of a particular
forest meets the requirements of the standard.
The certification body is the organisation which
actually carries out the assessment work.
●

organise a certification process which allows each
individual group member to benefit from the
economies of scale of being part of a larger group.

The accreditation body In order to ensure that

the certification body does its job properly,
another organisation is needed to ‘certify the
certifiers’. This process is known as accreditation, and in the case of the FSC it is carried out
by FSC accreditation staff. A list of certification
bodies accredited by the FSC can be found at
www.fscoax.org – the FSC website.
For certification process details see Section 5.1.

1.2 Why group certification?

1.3 How group certification works
The idea behind a group scheme is that, by joining
a large number of small forest areas together in a
group, each member can benefit from the savings
of scale, while not losing control of their own
forest and its management.
A group certification scheme consists of a ‘group
manager’ (which can be an individual, organisation, company, association or other legal entity)
who develops a ‘group scheme’. Individual forest
owners/managers then join the scheme and their
forest is certified as part of the overall group. This
is shown schematically in Figure 1.1. Most group
schemes allow for some variation in approach to
forest management between each member providing that the result meets all the requirements of
the scheme.
A group scheme has two major advantages:

Once certification had begun to gain support as
a way of verifying that the origin of wood and
timber products was acceptable, the demand for
certified products started to grow, particularly in
Europe and North America. However, it quickly
became apparent that certification created some
problems for small forest owners and managers.

●

– The group manager is responsible for monitoring members. The certification body then
audits the group manager and a sample of
members, but does not need to visit every
member as would be necessary for individual
certification.

Managers of Small Forest Enterprises (SFEs), often
based in remote areas, did not have easy access to
information about certification so it was difficult
for them to understand what it was, what changes
in management it would entail, or how to find and
engage a certification body. It was also much more
expensive per hectare or cubic metre of production
relative to large organisations which can benefit
from significant economies of scale both in implementing the requirements of the standard and in
getting certified.
Group certification aims to overcome these problems by bringing together a number of small forest
areas under a single ‘group manager’ who acts
both as a source of information and is also able to

The cost of certification per member is much
lower bringing it within reach of almost all
forest owners or managers. This reduction in
price is due to two main factors:

– The certification process is a very strict one
and involves a number of requirements such
as consultation, report writing and peer
review (see Section 5 for details). These only
need to be only done once for a group certification so the costs are shared between all
members instead of being borne in full by
each member as would be the case for an
individual certification.
●

The group manager is able to provide information, training and support to members and the

Developing a group certification scheme: a practical guide
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Figure 1.1 A schematic representation of a group certification scheme

Group manager

▼

Defines management requirements
Supports and controls membership

Audits group manager

Monitors members’ performance
Support with
implementation

▼

Monitoring
of compliance

▼

Auditor

Members
Agree to meet required levels of management

▼

Formally join group

Implement requirements in their forests

members themselves can share experience
and costs of change and improvement. This is
important because early results have shown
that major barriers to good forest management
and to certification are not the direct costs of
certification, but:
– the costs and difficulty of understanding the
standard (and sometimes even the law)
– lack of knowledge of how to comply with
requirements of the standard
– inability to access specialist advice or information in areas such as soil and water protection, biodiversity and consultation
– lack of information on what certification is
and how to obtain it.

1.4 Resource manager certification
A variation on the group scheme is ‘resource
manager certification’. A resource manager is a
forester, forest management company or other
organisation which is directly responsible for the
management of a number of forests on behalf of
the owners.
Therefore, the main difference between the
requirements for a conventional group certification
and a resource manager certification is that instead

Audits random sample
of group members

of checking that members are managing their
forests in line with group rules, the resource
manager must develop and implement appropriate
management him or herself.
In using this guide, anyone intending to run a
resource manager scheme must ensure that they
are able to meet the group requirements for
management themselves.

1.5 Relationship of group manager
to certification body
As well as setting up and managing the group, a
group manager is the main contact between the
group and the certification body. It is the group
manager who will be certified and hold the certificate on behalf of the group.
Usually, it is the group manager who contacts and
selects the certification body, sets up the assessment visits and accompanies the auditors during
their visits. It is also the group manager’s responsibility to report back all findings to the members of
the group and to ensure that any problems identified by the auditors are addressed.
More details about the certification process
as it relates to both group managers and group
members can be found in Section 5.
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2 setting up a group scheme
There are a number of requirements which all
group schemes must meet. Section 2 summarises
what they are, and examines how each of them
can be met:
●

●

A legal entity (Section 2.1) The group or group
management organisation must exist as a legal
entity in order to sign agreements with members
and the contract with the certification organisation on behalf of the membership.
Management structure and job responsibilities

(Section 2.2) It is very important for communication with both members and certifiers that the
group management structure is clearly defined
together with the responsibilities of everyone
in the management team.
●

Deciding type of membership (Section 2.3)

While some groups accept any forest size or
type as members, most are set up for a specific
type of membership.
●

Interpretation of the standard for group members

(Section 2.4) A major part of the group
manager’s job is that of interpreting the FSC
standard as it applies to the particular circumstances of the group membership.

●

Record keeping (Section 2.9) The group
manager is responsible for keeping the records
of each member.

●

Training and information (Section 2.10)
Minimum training requirements for the group
manager as well as any staff or contractors
carrying out various tasks (e.g. monitoring of
members) should be defined. It may also be
useful to develop training programmes or think
about how to provide adequate information for
prospective and current members.

●

Controlling claims (Section 2.11)

Members must understand and follow FSC
guidelines about what claims certified organisations can make.
To provide examples of how some of the requirements might be met in practice, three model group
schemes are used as illustration. Details of each
model group are given in Case study box 2.1.

Case study box 2.1 Three examples of
group management schemes
Group 1
A community NGO employing one forest technician three days a week and a part time administrator. Membership planned to be up to 100

●

Membership requirements (Section 2.5)

small-scale farmers in the community each

Each group manager needs to define:

owning up to 25 ha of secondary natural forest

– requirements to join the group

which is harvested on an occasional basis.
Group 2

– rules for leaving the group
– rules for being expelled from the group.
●

●

and a full-time administrator. Membership
planned to be up to about 250 small to medium

Consultation (Section 2.6) Both implementation

forest owners each owning between 25 and 1,000

of the standard and the certification process
require consultation.

ha of plantation forest.

Complaints (Section 2.7) Procedures are

required to deal with complaints both internally
from members and externally from third parties.
●

A company employing three professional foresters

Monitoring (Section 2.8) In order to maintain

the group, the group manager must have a
programme to regularly monitor the members
and ensure that they continue to comply with
group requirements and the standard.

Group 3
A forest owners’ association with two foresters
and one full-time administrator at the headquarters and one forester and some administrative
support in each of the three regional offices.
Membership planned to be an unlimited number
of small to medium private owners (both individuals and companies) managing both natural and
plantation forest ranging from 100 to 5,000 ha
per owner.

Developing a group certification scheme: a practical guide

2.1 Legal entity
In group certification, the contract for certification
is between the certification body and the group
manager, and the certificate is held by the group
manager on behalf of the group. Therefore, it is
necessary that the ‘group manager’ exists as a
legal entity and this is a requirement for FSCaccredited certification.
There is a wide range of legal entities which can
and have been used, including:
●

a company, including a company owned and run
by an individual

●

a private or an industry association

●

a non-governmental organisation (NGO)

●

a government organisation

●

a community organisation.

This variety in the type of organisation which can
act as the ‘group management’ can be seen in the
three model group schemes which range from a
single person to a large company.
If you are unsure about whether the entity you
intend to use to run the group scheme is a legal
entity, some questions you could ask are:
●

Is it legally registered as a company or organisation of some sort?

●

Does it have an official address?

●

Does it pay tax?

If the answers to the questions above are ‘no’
or ‘don’t know’ then you should check with a
certification body or a local lawyer whether it is
a legal entity.
If you do not have a legal entity then you will need
to set one up. The most appropriate type of organisation or company will vary depending on both
the country you are in and your particular circumstances, but it is not necessarily complicated. You
could seek advice from a lawyer, financial advisor
or your certification body.
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It is worth remembering (and explaining to anyone
who gives you advice on this) that as a group
manager you will hold a certificate on behalf of all
your members and that, if anything happens that
results in the certificate being withdrawn, you may
be professionally liable.

2.2 Group management structure
The group management may be an individual, a
company or an organisation. A specific person
must be designated as the ‘group manager’ and
have ultimate responsibility for ensuring that the
group is properly run. The group manager may
actually do many or all of the tasks required, or
may delegate most of the tasks to other people in
the organisation or to external consultants.
Whatever the structure, it is nearly always useful
early on in the process of setting up a group
scheme to produce an organisation chart and begin
assigning responsibilities to each of the positions in
the chart. Alternatively, you may prefer to have a
list of responsibilities and then assign people to
each one.
Most certification bodies will probably want to
see something of this type, and group managers
often find it is very useful for giving to group
members too.
The organisation chart may include few or
many people, but should include anyone
responsible for a part of the group management
activities, including consultants or group members
if appropriate.
You may find it useful to start sketching out an
organisation or responsibility chart now and add
information to it as you start to develop your
scheme. An example of a responsibility chart
(GS 014) is given in the companion publication
Group Certification for Forests: Model
Documents, available via www.proforest.net

Developing a group certification scheme: a practical guide
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2.3 What type of membership
is the group for?
The next step in forming a group is to decide what
type of member will be eligible to join the group.
This is important because many of the requirements discussed below will vary depending on the
type of member – the larger and more complex the
membership, the more complex the group system
and group requirements will need to be.
Some groups are set up for a very specific type of
membership, for example small private ownerships
of less than 50 ha, members of the local community, or members of the association running the
group. Others are set up to allow a wider mix
of members.
Try to define the type of member your group is for,
both to guide yourself and to give to potential
members to explain why they can, or cannot, join.

●

only with forests large enough to have regular
production or a specific level of management.
In such cases a minimum size may be specified.
●

Maximum size As forests get larger there are

more issues which need to be addressed by
managers. Since most group schemes make a
number of assumptions about the issues their
members will deal with, it is common to dictate
a maximum size. You should also check whether
your certifier specifies a maximum size.
●

Type Forest type is an important factor in

management. Natural forests and plantation
forests pose different management challenges
and may not both fit in the same group. In addition, some groups are strongly involved with
marketing and so restrict membership to forests
producing particular types of timber.
●

The definition can be flexible and, if it doesn’t
work, it should be changed. But it is very helpful
to have a framework.
Some important things to consider are:
●

Minimum size Some groups are set up to deal

Size Will you have a minimum or maximum

size limit?

Management Different forests have different
managers. Some groups exist only for forests
managed by professional foresters, other groups
are exclusively for forests managed by their
owners, while some groups do not specify.
Resource manager groups are specifically for
forests whose owners hand over all management
responsibility to the group manager.

Case study box 2.2 Membership type for each model group
Model group 1

Model group 2

Model group 3

Size

25 ha max

25 – 1,000 ha

100 – 5,000 ha

Type

Natural forest

Plantation

Any

Ownership

Small farmers

Private landowners

Any

Management

Owner

Owner or professional

Any

Within 100 km of group

Anywhere within province

National

100

250

Unlimited

Free – income provided

$100 per year

$200 – $2,000 per year

Location

management office
Maximum number
of members
Cost

by parent organisation

depending on size

Developing a group certification scheme: a practical guide

●

Location Some groups are very specific to a

particular location. Others accept members
from an entire region or even a whole country.
It would not normally be possible to have a
single group covering several countries because
of the differences in legal requirements.
However, there is no reason why one manager
cannot run two very similar groups in the two
countries – it just means getting two certificates.
●

Number of members The larger the number of

members, the better organised and resourced the
group will need to be.
●

Cost of joining The group management may

be funded by an external organisation.
However, if it is to be self-funding then it will
have to charge members a membership fee, plus
possibly annual monitoring fees. These should
be planned in advance to make sure that they
will ensure a sufficient income to run the group.
They will need to be adequate to cover both
the costs of group management and the costs
of certification.
It is a requirement for certification of a group
scheme that members are informed in advance
of the approximate costs of joining and of maintaining membership.
Details of how the three model groups defined the
type of members they planned to include are
shown in Case study box 2.2.

2.4 Interpreting the requirements
of the certification standard
One of the most important and difficult tasks
facing a group manager in setting up a group
scheme is to understand the requirements of the
FSC standard and to interpret them into requirements for group members. How this is done will
depend on two things:
●

the type of membership for which the group is
designed, and

●

the progress in developing a national
FSC standard.
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We begin by discussing how FSC national standards are developed, and then move on to developing the group requirements.

2.4.1 How the FSC standard works
The global FSC standard consists of a generic set
of Principles and Criteria (the FSC P&C) a copy
of which can be found in Appendix 2. These
Principles and Criteria have to be very general so
that they are applicable to all forests sizes, types
and locations throughout the world. Therefore,
they are not designed to be applied directly to
forest management at the Forest Management Unit
(FMU) level. The FSC P&C are designed to form a
basis for the development of national or regional
forest standards developed by local working
groups around the world.
Once a national standard has been developed, it
must then be submitted to the FSC to be analysed
to ensure that it is consistent with the international
FSC P&C and then endorsed. Once there is an
endorsed national FSC standard, this is used as the
basis for all certification in that country.
However, if there is not an endorsed FSC national
standard, then certification must be based on an
interim interpretation of the FSC P&C which the
certification body will have to make. The group
manager will also have to do this in order to
decide what the group requirements should be.
If the development of a national FSC standard
has already begun then this should help considerably, but if it has not then the job of interpreting
the standard for the group scheme may be
quite difficult.
In summary, there are three possible situations
a group manager will be in with relation to the
FSC standard:
●

an endorsed FSC national standard exists

●

a draft FSC national standard exists but has not
yet been completed or endorsed

●

no FSC national standard exists, even in
draft form.

12
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2.4.2 Developing an interpretation
of the standard

has developed a draft which is not yet finalised,
then this is probably the best starting point.

As you will see if you read the FSC P&C or your
national FSC standard, the requirements are quite
long and complex, and it is often not immediately
obvious to forest managers what they have to do to
implement them. Therefore, many group managers
make an interpretation of the standard as part of
the group requirements for their particular group.
The extent to which you will need to do this for
your group will probably depend on two things:

You will need to be clear yourself, and make it
clear to all of your members, that once the standard has been endorsed you will have 12 months in
which to ensure that all group members comply
with the endorsed version of the standard.
Therefore, if you decide to base your group
requirements on an early draft of the standard, you
should make sure that you review each subsequent
version to check that the group is still conforming.

●

Firstly, whether or not there is an endorsed FSC
national standard, since this will affect what
document you begin with.

●

Secondly, the type of membership you have in
your group since this will affect how much you
need to interpret the standard to make it appropriate for members to use.

2.4.2.1 Using an endorsed FSC national standard

If an endorsed FSC national standard exists, then
this is the standard which all of your members
have to meet, so it must be the basis for all of your
interpretation work for your group.
If your membership will be made up mainly of
medium or large forests managed by professional
forest managers and there is already an endorsed
FSC national standard for your country, then you
may decide that there is no need for the group
manager to make any interpretation and simply
provide your members with a copy of the FSC
national standard. However, it is always useful to
discuss with applicants and existing members how
the standard should be implemented.
If your membership consists mainly of small, nonprofessional forest owners or managers, then you
may feel that it is not appropriate to simply give
them the FSC national standard and tell them to
implement it. In this case, you may decide to
provide some interpretation and guidance for
members as discussed below.

If the draft national standard is at an advanced
stage, or has already been submitted to the FSC for
endorsement and is not expected to change significantly, then you can treat it in a similar way to an
endorsed standard (see 2.4.2.1 above).
If it is still a relatively early draft and likely to
undergo further significant change, then you may
be better off treating it as you would the FSC P&C
(see 2.4.2.3 below). It may be helpful to discuss
with members of the national working group how
you intend to interpret and use the draft standard.
This will help ensure your interpretation is in line
with the development of the draft standard.
2.4.2.3 Using the FSC Principles and
Criteria (P&C)

If no national standard is available, even in draft
form, then you will have to use the international
FSC P&C and make your own interpretation for
your group. This is usually more time-consuming
and difficult than using an existing standard, so it
is a good idea to look for all the help you can find.
For example:
●

Are there other countries with similar forest types
and socio-economic conditions which have
already got an FSC standard which could be used
as a guide? If so, get a copy from the FSC and

use this.
●

Are other companies or groups developing
schemes, or have they already been certified in
your country? If so, ask them for a copy of the

2.4.2.2 Using a draft FSC national standard

If there is not yet an endorsed FSC national standard, but there is a national working group which

interpretation they have used.

Developing a group certification scheme: a practical guide

●

If there are any certificates in your country
then the certification body will have developed
an ‘interim standard’ on which to base the
assessment. Find out from the FSC website,

or by contacting the FSC Secretariat, which
certification bodies were involved and then go
to their web sites or contact them to ask for
the interim standard.
●

If there has not been any certification in your
country, then see if there has been any certifica-
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of the standard for themselves. Owners or
managers without forest training may not easily
understand many of the requirements.
Therefore, you need to decide how much interpretation you need to do for your membership, taking
into account both the size and type of forest and
the type of manager. In general, there are three
things which a group manager can do to help
members understand and implement the standard:
●

tion in similar forests in nearby countries and try

endorsed national standard, is often quite
general in its requirements. It can make it much
clearer for members if these general requirements can be made very specific.

to get information on those.
●

Is there a non-FSC national standard? If one
exists then it may be a helpful guide. In particular, if it has been developed by, and has the
support of, a wide-ranging and inclusive group
which involved environmental organisations,
community groups, indigenous people and trade
unions as well as the industry and government,
then it is likely that its requirements will be a
reasonable guide to the interpretation of the
FSC P&C for your country.

For example, the national standard may include
a requirement to protect all nationally rare
species. However, you know that in the area
where your group operates there are only two
rare species present. In this case you can develop
specific requirements, not only requiring protection of these two species but also specifying how
it should be done.
There is also a requirement in the standard to
develop and implement written guidelines for
operations. This could be replaced by a list of
all the operations where written guidelines are
required, or even by a set of written guidelines
prepared by the group manager to be used by
all members.

2.4.2.4 Making the interpretation appropriate
for the members

All group members, whatever the type and size of
forest they manage must meet the standard, but
the FSC is very clear that the way it is met should
be appropriate to the size, type and complexity of
the forest in question. Therefore, to meet some of
the requirements of the standard, a large, intensively managed forest might well need a considerably more sophisticated system than a very
small forest.
This is particularly likely to be the case with the
requirement for documentation – both management planning documentation and internal systems
such as procedures and work instructions. In many
cases it applies to requirements such as conservation, consultation and monitoring as well.
In addition to considering the type of forest in
your group, you need to consider the type of forest
manager. Professional or semi-professional
managers with basic forestry training are more
likely to be able to interpret the technical language

Make it more specific The standard, even an

●

Simplify If your membership has small or

simple forest areas, it is likely that some requirements of the standard are not appropriate. It
can make the standard much less intimidating if
these are removed.
Some examples of requirements which may not
be appropriate are:
– Criterion 6.4 This is the requirement to set
aside representative samples of existing
ecosystems. This is not possible, for example,
in recently planted 5 ha woodlots on
degraded pasture and could be replaced with
a more specific requirement to protect
riparian areas or set up small areas with
natural vegetation.
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– Criterion 5.4 This is a requirement to strive
to strengthen and diversify the local economy
which is a reasonable goal for a large organisation, but inappropriate for a very
small operator.

Overall, when developing an interpretation of the
standard for the group it is a very good idea to
have a copy of the standard and to make notes as
you go along on how and where you have dealt
with each requirement.

– Criterion 6.5 This requires guidelines to be
written and implemented for all operations.
While this is very important in many situations, it is not always appropriate if forest
managers and operators cannot read and
alternatives need to be found.

Where the group interpretation differs from the
FSC P&C or the FSC national standard in layout,
content or detail, one of the first things the certification body will need to do is to establish that
implementation of the group interpretation is sufficient to guarantee delivery of the FSC standard.
This should be an important component of the
pre-assessment/scoping visit, so:

– Criterion 6.6 This deals with the use of chemicals. If members never use chemicals then it
can be replaced by a simple prohibition on
chemical use.
– Principle 3 This deals with the rights of
indigenous peoples. In areas where there are
no indigenous people, nor any claims by
indigenous people, this will not be applicable.
By going through the standard carefully it may
be possible to simplify considerably without
reducing the overall requirements for
compliance.
●

Reorganise Some group managers and forest

managers find that the order of the criteria in
the FSC standard is not easy to follow. They
find it easier to rearrange the requirements into
a format more familiar to forest managers such
as ‘harvesting’, ‘silviculture’, ‘conservation’
and so on.
Others find it useful to begin with all the
legal requirements and then have a second
section which provides a summary of all
requirements of the standard which are in
addition to legal requirements. Any order can be
used provided that it covers all the requirements
of the standard.
If you decide to have your group interpretation
in a different order from the standard then it
will be very important to have a cross-reference
document which shows for each requirement of
the standard where it appears in the group interpretation (or summarises why it has been
excluded if it was not included).

●

make sure that the interpretation of the
standard for the group is available before the
pre-assessment is carried out

●

make sure that the certification body checks it.

2.5 Membership requirements
The central role of the group manager is to define
the requirements for membership of the group and
to manage group membership. Therefore, an
important part of developing a group scheme is to
develop the membership requirements.
There are a number of specific requirements for
membership which must be met, both in order to
ensure the group runs smoothly and to make sure
that the requirements of the standard are met. In
particular, you need to develop:
●

requirements and procedures for joining the
group (Section 2.5.1)

●

conditions for leaving the group (Section 2.5.2)

●

procedures for expulsion from the group

(Section 2.5.3).

2.5.1 Entry to the group
Group certification schemes are usually set up to
help forest owners find a cost-effective and simple
way of accessing forest certification. Therefore, it
is important that the application process is clear
and straightforward.
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At the same time it is important to remember that
a key feature of a certified group scheme is that as
soon as a new member joins the scheme, the forest
they manage will be considered certified.
Therefore, the group manager is responsible for
ensuring that only enterprises where the management is already meeting the standard required for
certification are allowed to join the scheme.
The most common way to achieve these combined
objectives is through developing and using a threestage process beginning with provision of information, moving on to formal application and ending
with a pre-entry inspection. Each of these is
described below.
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Case study box 2.3
Provision of information to applicants
Model group 1 Although most of those joining the
group can read, many find it difficult, especially
reading anything in formal language. Therefore, the
group manager uses mainly verbal communication.
This begins with a public meeting which is held
approximately once every 4 months when interested
members of the community can come and get basic
information on the group and its requirements. These
meetings are publicised using simple posters and
word of mouth.
If anyone then decides to proceed with an application, the group manager visits them and goes through
each of the elements of the group requirements. To

2.5.1.1 Provision of information

ensure nothing is forgotten he has a set of notes and
a summary sheet where he can tick off each subject

When someone is interested in joining the group,
the first thing they will need is information about
the group and what it means to join it.
There are a number of ways that information can
be provided, for example, through an ‘application
pack’ of documents, an information meeting or
seminar, a visit by a member of the group management staff to discuss requirements or a combination of two or more of these approaches. In
general, a basic set of documents containing key
information is very important and should be a part
of all group schemes unless the membership of the
group is unable to read, in which case an alternative way of communicating important information
will need to be developed (see Case study box 2.3).
The information provided should include, in a
format appropriate to the type of member:
●

general information on the group scheme

including who runs it, the type of membership it
has and, if appropriate, any links or affiliations
it has (for example, is it funded by a particular
company or non-governmental organisation, is
it run by an association)
●

the obligations of group membership including

joining, leaving, expulsion and monitoring as
discussed in this section and Section 2.8. This
should make clear the requirement for an initial
visit and annual monitoring visits

when it has been discussed. The applicant also signs
off each subject to confirm he or she has understood.
Finally, the applicant is given a summary of the most
important requirements to act as a reminder. All
members have access to the group office to see the
full documentation should they wish to.

Model group 2 The group manager has prepared a
four page summary about the group and its requirements which is sent to anyone who expresses interest
in joining.
Having read this, if anyone decides to proceed with
an application they are invited to the company office
where one of the foresters spends about an hour with
them explaining the group requirements which are
collected in a ‘members’ handbook’ (see Section 3.1).
The applicant is then invited to fill in the application
form and is given a copy of the members’ handbook
to take away. Applicants are charged a preliminary
fee of $30 for this meeting.

Model group 3 Anyone expressing interest in joining
the group is sent a brochure containing a summary
about the group and its requirements.
If they express further interest in applying to join, an
application pack containing information on all group
requirements and an application form is sent out. The
application form must be completed by the applicant
and includes a statement that the applicant has read
and understood all the requirements of the group
contained in the application pack.
If the application is successful, much of the information in the application pack is subsequently transferred to the file which is used as the members’
handbook.
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●

the FSC standard (or its interpretation for the

that each of the issues has been covered.

group) which the applicant will have to meet
(see Section 2.4)
●

the certification process outlining the activities

of the certification body (see Section 5)
●

the certification body’s and FSC’s rights of access

throughout the duration of the certificate for
either scheduled or unscheduled visits (see
Section 5.1)
●

the requirement for provision of public
information about the member’s forest both as

part of the requirements of the standard and
as part of the certification process (see Sections
2.6 and 5.1).
●

the complaints procedure including both dealing

with complaints from third parties about group
members, and from group members about the
group management (see Section 2.7)
●

costs of group membership including initial fees,
annual fees and any additional costs associated
with identification of problems.

Put together, this is quite a large amount of information, so some group managers prefer to prepare
a summary of the information which applicants
can read and understand more easily while they
are deciding whether they really want to join
the group.
If you are setting up a group whose members
cannot read, or find reading difficult, then you
should find an alternative way of providing this
initial information such as a public meeting.
2.5.1.2 Application

If someone decides that they definitely do want to
apply to join then two things are required:
●

The applicant must be provided with full
information on the requirements of membership either as documents or through
verbal explanation.
If you decide to use a verbal form of communication then you need to ensure that you have a
formal procedure for doing this with a list of all
the issues to be explained and some means (such
as tickboxes or space for initials) to confirm

The approach taken by each of the model
groups is shown in Case study box 2.3.
●

There must be a formal membership document
which must be signed by the applicant which
states that they:
– understand all the requirements of membership – you may choose to include a summary
of what the key requirements are to act as a
reminder
– wish to be a member of the group
– intend to remain in the group in the long
term and manage their forest in accordance
with the requirements of the group.
This is a requirement for all groups which want
FSC certification. If there is any reason why you
think it will be a problem for your members to
sign a membership agreement then you will need
to talk to the FSC or your certifier as soon as
possible. An example of a membership document (GS 004) is given in the companion publication Group Certification for Forests: Model
Documents, available via www.proforest.net

Some group managers also ask applicants to
provide them with more general information at
this point. It is probably useful to develop a form
for collecting basic information such as the name
and contact details of the owner or manager, the
name of the forest and details of its location, size,
species and production. You may also want applicants to include a summary of issues relevant to
the standard such as information about rare
species, conservation, use of the forest by local
communities or anything else important.
Remember, though, that if they join the group then
you will end up with a copy of their management
plan so don’t ask for too much repetition. An
example of this type of application form (GS 002)
is given in the companion publication Group
Certification for Forests: Model Documents, available via www.proforest.net
2.5.1.3 Pre-entry inspection (initial assessment)

The pre-entry inspection is one of the most important jobs of the group manager because, as soon as
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anyone joins the group, their forest is automatically considered certified. Therefore, it is essential
that the group manager is completely sure that the
applicant meets the certification requirements
before they are accepted as a new member. If new
members are accepted who do not meet the standard, then the certificate may be withdrawn and
all the existing group members will lose their certified status so this process is absolutely essential to
the integrity of the group.
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Box 2.1 Possible pre-entry and monitoring inspectors

Pre-entry and monitoring inspectors might be:
●

The group manager Because the pre-entry and
monitoring inspections are so important to the
integrity of the group, some group managers
prefer to do them themselves. This also ensures
that they have a good knowledge of each of the
members and their forests. However, the group
manager is not always the most appropriate
person. For example, he/she may not have time,

The pre-entry inspection begins when the
completed application documents are returned,
and usually starts with a check that the forest
meets the basic requirements of the group. If there
are rules about the minimum or maximum size,
forest type or location or ownership, then all these
must be met. It is also sometimes appropriate at
this stage to confirm that the applicant is the legal
owner or manager of the forest area.

may not have the technical knowledge to carry
out the inspection or may not be located locally.
●

Members of the group management staff
In larger groups, particularly those run out of
several offices, it is usual that local staff carry
out pre-entry and monitoring inspection visits.

●

An external consultant In some groups there is
either lack of knowledge or lack of time for the
group management to carry out the inspection
themselves and so a consultant or specialist is

If there are no problems, then the process can
move on to the next stage which is to check that
current management in the applicant’s forest meets
all the requirements of the group (and therefore of
the standard).

hired to do the job. This might be a consulting
forester, an academic, a specialist auditor, even
a member of staff from a large company offered
as support for a smaller community-based
group.
●

There should be a specific person or people
responsible for carrying out pre-entry inspections.
Some examples of the type of person you could use
are shown in Box 2.1.

Group members themselves Finally, some
groups find that the best way to minimise costs
is to have the group members themselves
carrying out pre-entry and monitoring inspections. There are a number of advantages to this
approach: it is cheap, the members have a

It is a very good idea to provide inspectors with
some training. Training for inspectors is discussed
further in Section 2.10.1.2.

strong interest in seeing the quality of group
members maintained since it is their certificate
at risk and it ensures that members feel actively
involved in their own group. However, if you do

The pre-entry inspection must be designed to check
that the applicant’s forest management is meeting
each requirement of the standard (see Section 2.4
for further details on interpretation of the standard). It is also very important that this process is
documented so that it is easy to prove that the
member was checked and to see if any issues were
identified at the time.
There are a variety of ways of carrying out and
recording a pre-entry inspection but with few
exceptions the easiest way is through a visit to the
applicant by the person designated by the group
manager using a checklist.

decide to use this approach, it is essential to
ensure that problems are properly reported and
that there is no risk of members being put
under pressure ‘not to notice’ problems of
colleagues or neighbours. To ensure this, some
degree of training and monitoring of performance is essential. It may also be a good idea
to get members to work in pairs to provide each
other with support.

The advantage of using a checklist is that it is a
very practical way of ensuring that each of the
requirements of the standard has been checked,
there is a record that it was checked and, if any
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Box 2.2 The pre-entry inspection checklist

The checklist can be organised in any order that suits

●

Check boxes with comments Some checklists

the group. Some are in the order of the FSC P&C while

combine checkboxes with a space for comments

others follow the order used for the group interpreta-

which can be added, for example, whenever a

tion of the standard. Some are organised to go through

problem is identified.

documentation first and then collect information from
the forest second. Others are organised around the
way forest management is carried out – planning, silviculture, harvesting etc. There is no right or wrong way –
it is always best to use the approach that suits you and
your group. The essential thing is to make sure that
nothing is forgotten.
There are also a number of ways to format the checklist. The format you choose depends partly on how
much information you intend to collect.
●

●

Comments only It is also possible to have checklists
where a comment is required for each requirement.
This usually takes significantly more time to
complete, but provides much more information both
in the short term to the group manager and in the
longer term as a historical record.

You will need to decide which system is most appropriate to your group, but as a general rule the ‘check
boxes with space for comments’ is probably the best
compromise allowing a quick tick when there is normal

Check boxes only Some checklists consist only of

compliance, but incorporating further information in

the list of requirements together with checkboxes to

the form of comments whenever this is useful. An

tick for compliance or cross for non-compliance.

outline pre-entry inspection checklist (GS 008) is given

These have the advantage of being very simple and

in the companion publication Group Certification for

quick to complete but do not provide any information

Forests: Model Documents, available via

on why there is (or is not) compliance.

www.proforest.net

problem was identified, there is a note made of
what it was.
It is possible to make the visit without a checklist,
and it is not uncommon to hear people claim that
they have all the requirements of the standard in
their head and do not need a checklist to remind
them. However, experience has shown that even
the most experienced auditors almost always
forget to check some things unless they have a
checklist to remind them what has, and what has
not, been looked at already. Box 2.2 provides some
guidance on designing a pre-entry checklist
If the pre-entry inspection shows that there
are areas where the forest does not meet the
requirements of the group or the standard, then
the applicant must be informed what these ‘noncompliances’ are and that they must be addressed
before membership will be granted.
This can be done through the Corrective Action
Request (CAR) system described in Section 2.8.3,
but often at this stage group managers prefer to
keep it simple and just inform the applicant of the
issues verbally or by sending them a letter.

The applicant then needs to address all of the
issues raised so that their forest management
complies in full with the requirements of the group
and the standard. Once this has been done, the
group manager or person responsible for the preentry inspection needs to check that the actions
taken are sufficient.
If the issues are relatively minor, or relate to documentation, this might be done from the group’s
office. If they are more major or relate to management in the forest, then it will probably involve
visiting the member for a second time. It is important to make it clear in the information provided
to applicants that this may be necessary.
When all the outstanding issues have been checked
to confirm that they have been addressed, the
outcome must be documented. This can be done
on the pre-entry checklist, through a CAR process
(see Section 2.8) or through some other system.
This information should be kept for filing in the
membership file.
Once the pre-entry inspection has been completed,
including any issues being resolved, and the group
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manager is satisfied that the applicant member
meets all group requirements then the applicant
can finally be accepted into the group.

●

if appropriate, invoicing the new member for
their entry fees or any other fee charged by
the group

It is important that this decision is formally documented, communicated to the applicant and
recorded in the membership file. There are a
number of ways this can be done, for example:

●

if appropriate, informing other group members
about the new addition to the group (see
Section 2.10.2).

●

the group manager signs and dates the pre-entry
checklist to confirm that the new member has
been accepted. This is filed in the membership
file and a letter is sent to the new member

●

if the applicant has already signed a membership application then this is countersigned and
dated by the group manager to confirm acceptance as a member, a copy put in the membership file and a copy sent to the new member

●

a letter, signed by the group manager, is sent to
the applicant, confirming acceptance as a group
member and a copy put on the membership file.

If no membership papers have been signed up
to this point (see Section 2.5.1.2) then the
applicant must now sign them before being
formally accepted.
2.5.1.4 Administration for new members

Finally, the group manager needs to ensure that all
necessary administration for the new member is
completed. This should include:
●

opening a membership file which includes appli-

cation documentation, pre-entry checklist,
confirmation of acceptance as a group member
and any relevant correspondence (see
Section 2.9.2.1)
●

2.5.2 Leaving the group
One of the main features of sustainable forest
management is that it is long-term. Certification
requires forest management to meet the standard
throughout the cycle of growing and harvesting.
Therefore, certification bodies will expect group
members to join groups on a long-term basis and
not just for a brief period when they are harvesting
and selling timber. Any group scheme where
members regularly leave the group as soon as they
have sold their products will have a high risk of
losing its certificate. So group managers need to be
sure that their members are committed to
belonging to the group and managing their forests
in accordance with the standard in the
long term.
However, there are always situations where a
particular member needs to leave the group for a
particular reason. For example, an area of forest
may be sold or subject to a compulsory purchase
order for development of national infrastructure
such as roads. Therefore, it is important to have a
set of rules specifying when and how members can
leave the scheme. These need to be clearly set out
in the documents provided with the application
form. Examples include:
●

sell their forest, particularly a small-scale owner,
it may be impossible for them to stipulate
continuing membership of a group scheme.
However, managers setting up schemes aimed at
commercial forest managers may consider
including a requirement that continued membership of the group certification scheme is made a
requirement of any sale.

adding the new member to the list of members

which must be communicated to the certification body regularly (see Section 2.9.2.2)
●

adding the new member to the monitoring plan to

ensure they will be included in regular monitoring visits (see Section 2.8.1.2)
●

adding the new member to any mailing list or
information list used to communicate with group

members (see Section 2.10.2)

Sale of the forest When someone is forced to

●

Compulsory purchase of the forest Occasionally

forest owners are forced to sell an area of land,
usually to government, as part of an infrastruc-
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ture project such as building a new road. In
such cases membership of the group is clearly
no longer tenable.
●

Lack of sale of any certified products It some-

times occurs that an anticipated market for
certified products does not materialise and
therefore after some years no certified material
has been sold. In such cases, forest managers
may be committed to continue with good
forest management but no longer feel able to
justify the expense of membership of a certified
group scheme.
●

Fire, hurricane or other natural disaster Forest

areas are occasionally subject to natural disasters such as fire, damage by high winds,
flooding or earthquake. Particularly for small
forest owners the effects of this may be devastating and it may not be possible to have continuity of management. Again, with larger
commercial managers there will be more of an
expectation that there are contingency plans in
place to deal with this type of situation.
●

Other situations There may be other

situations particularly relevant to your group
which should be included. It is important to
be clear what these reasons are so that the
certification body can assess whether or not
they are adequate.
It is probably a good idea to begin by stressing
that members should only be joining the scheme
on the basis that they will not leave except under
specific circumstances. Then summarise the conditions under which leaving is acceptable, which the
applicant is agreeing to by becoming a member.
Finally, set out the procedure that the member
must follow if he or she should have to leave
the group.
●

Formal notification The member must inform

the group manager in writing that they are
leaving the group and why this is necessary.
This is important to ensure that the group
manager maintains adequate records.
●

Continued monitoring There must be a commit-

ment from the member that even if they leave
the scheme, they will still allow access to the

forest for the certification body or the FSC for
up to five years wherever this is possible.
The rules governing leaving the group need to
be set out or clearly referenced in the membership
application form. It is also useful to have a
procedure to set out the process which must
be followed.

2.5.3 Expulsion from the group
As has already been mentioned, the continued
certification of a group scheme depends on all of
the members meeting the group membership
requirements. If one member does not meet these
requirements and is not prepared or able to take
action to meet them, then the group certificate is
threatened and it will become necessary to expel
the non-conforming member from the group.
Since this can potentially have serious financial
and legal consequences, it is important to develop
a system in advance which applicant members are
informed of and agree to accept as part of their
membership (see Section 2.5.1.2).
It is also useful to have a procedure in place which
sets out the process to be followed in the event of
it being necessary to expel a member. This has two
useful purposes:
●

it can be given to members to ensure that
there is no disagreement about the process
being followed

●

it helps to remind and reassure the group
manager what the process is since expulsion
should be an extremely rare event.

The expulsion procedure must include:
●

details of the circumstances under which a
member can be expelled.

●

the way in which the member will be informed
of problems prior to expulsion

●

the way in which the member will be informed
of the expulsion

●

the period within which the member can make
an appeal against the expulsion decision and the
way any appeal will be dealt with.
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2.5.3.1 Circumstances for expulsion

●

There are a number of reasons why a member
might be expelled from a group:

explain how the group manager will check the
problem has been addressed

●

suggest that the member contact the group
manager (or other appropriate person) to
discuss the problem if they need to

●

be clearly dated and signed

●

have a copy kept on the membership file.

●

A member has been informed that they are
not in compliance with group requirements
following a monitoring visit (see Section 2.8)
and have failed to take action within the
agreed time.

●

A member has been found to be in gross contravention of group rules (for example, has felled
their entire forest area).

●

A member has failed to pay group fees despite
repeated reminders.

You will need to decide what circumstances are
appropriate for your group scheme, but all
schemes must include provision for expulsion
when members fail to take action to comply with
the standard.
2.5.3.2 Informing members of problems prior
to expulsion

It is very important that there is a formal system
in place to inform members when there are problems so that they have an opportunity to address
the problems before the question of expulsion
is raised.
The most common way to do this is through
written information or official warnings. These
should clearly specify what the problem is and
how long the member is being given to address
the problem.
Again, the exact procedure will depend on your
circumstances but in general a reasonable procedure would be a first letter to inform the member
of the problem as soon as it is identified, followed
by a second, if the problem is not addressed,
reminding the member of the urgency of taking
action and warning of the possibility of expulsion.
All letters of this type should:
●

explain clearly what the problem is

●

give the time within which the problem must
be addressed

If it is inappropriate in your group to communicate with members in writing, then someone will
need to visit the member and explain what is
happening. Again, the fact the visit took place and
a summary of what was discussed should be documented and kept in the member’s file.
2.5.3.3 Informing group members of expulsion

If issues raised remain unaddressed, or the member
has violated group rules irreversibly, then the full
expulsion process must begin.
All communication about expulsion should be very
formal. If you are able to communicate in writing
with members then a letter should be sent
informing the member that the expulsion process
has now begun. The letter should be accompanied
by a copy of the expulsion procedure or a
reminder that the procedure exists if members
already have a copy. The letter should also remind
the member of the following key points:
●

they can no longer claim that their forest is
certified, nor sell any products as certified

●

they have the right to appeal against the decision and have a specific period in which to do
this (see Section 2.5.3.4).

A copy of the letter must be kept in the member’s
file. If appropriate, other group members should
be informed of the expulsion.
Where communication within the group is verbal,
then the expulsion must be carried out through a
visit to the member. It may be a good idea to have
two people make the visit to provide each other
with support since this can be a difficult task.
Again, if verbal communication is used, it is still
very important to make a record of the meeting
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summarising what was said and keep this in the
member’s file.

Case study box 2.4 Appeals committees
for the three model groups

If no appeal is received within the maximum
period, a letter should be sent to confirm that the
member has been expelled.

Model group 1
The appeals committee is made up of three
people:

2.5.3.4 Appealing against expulsion

●

There must be a process in place to allow
members to appeal against a decision to expel
them. There are two important aspects to this –
timing and process.

the head of the NGO which is funding the group
scheme

●

the local priest

●

a senior forester from a large local forestry
company to provide technical input.

It is important that time limits are attached to all
stages of the appeals process so it is clear for both
the member and the group manager what will
happen when. All these times must be clearly set
out in the expulsion procedure. Key times are:
●

Model group 2
The group has decided to use the services of the
National Association of Professional Foresters
(NAPF) and has signed an agreement with them, a

A defined time within which the intention to

copy of which is provided to each group member.

appeal must be lodged This is usually at least

The NAPF committee is made up of two members
of the association together with the current chair-

one week and may be up to one month.
●

person.

A defined time in which the appeals process will
be set in motion The timing on this will depend

Model group 3

on who deals with appeals for your scheme.
However, the quicker the better since this is
likely to be an uncomfortable period for
everyone concerned.

The appeals committee is made up of five people:
●

the group
●

●

two senior staff from the association which runs

three elected members of the group scheme.

A maximum time from the point the appeals
process begins to the point a decision is reached

Again, this will depend on the organisation
dealing with appeals but it should be as short
as possible.

2.5.3.5 Examples of people who might be used
to form an appeals committee
●

Where the group manager is part of a larger
organisation such as a large company, a big
association, a community group or an NGO it
may be possible to use people from within the
organisation who are not directly involved with
the group scheme to form an appeals committee.

●

The committee can be made up of other group
members, either selected randomly or (more
commonly) elected by the group membership.

●

Some groups have an appeals committee
composed of external people specially invited to
be on the committee. Such people might include
local community leaders, the local priest or
teacher, staff from a university, a lawyer or any

The process followed to deal with appeals must be
clear, fair and as transparent as possible. One of
the most common and effective ways to handle
appeals is through an appeals committee or
appeals panel.
The people making up the appeals committee will
vary depending on the type of organisation
running the group and the approach the group has
decided to use. However, to ensure impartiality,
the appeals committee must be made up of people
who are not involved in the day-to-day running of
the group, and so have had no involvement in the
decision to expel the member.
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other appropriate person. The only stipulation
is that they must be independent of the group
scheme.
●

Sometimes professional forestry associations
offer this type of committee as a service
to members.

In some cases it may be appropriate to have a
mixture – for example a committee with one representative of the company which runs the group,
one lawyer and two elected members from the
scheme. This ensures that all interested parties are
involved in the decision, as well as including
specialist input.
As well as deciding who will be represented,
you will need to decide how many people should
be on the committee. Usually there should be at
least three to ensure that two people must agree
before a decision is reached. It is also usual not
to have many more than five people since the
additional costs and bureaucracy associated
with the increased numbers is not justified by
improved performance.
You will need to find the most appropriate
approach for your group and make sure it is
clearly described in the membership documentation so all applicants know what the procedure
will be and agree to abide by it as part of
becoming members of the group.
The make-up of the appeals committee for each
of the three model groups is shown in Case study
box 2.4.
An example of a procedure for expulsion from
a group (P-004) is given in the companion publication Group Certification for Forests: Model
Documents, available via www.proforest.net

2.6 Consultation
One of the requirements of the FSC is that certified
organisations consult with local communities and
other interested parties (stakeholders), both as part
of their forest management and as part of the certification process.
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2.6.1 Consultation as part of management
The idea that consultation is an important part of
good forest management is a relatively new one
and some forest managers find it quite difficult.
However, experience has shown that consultation
almost always has positive results in terms of
improved relationships with neighbours and
local communities.
There is a wide variety of ways that consultation
can be undertaken. At one end of the scale is a
very formal process involving meetings, consultative committees and documented proceedings,
while at the other is a simple chat between a forest
manager and a neighbour over a fence or in the
local bar. The appropriate level of consultation for
your group and its members will depend on the
size of the group, the size and importance of
members’ forests and the socio-economic context
in which your group is working.
There are a number of specific requirements which
the FSC standard has with relation to consultation
and provision of public information. In particular:
●

ongoing consultation and interaction with
interested parties or stakeholders (see Box 2.3)

●

public availability of a summary of the
management plan

●

public availability of a summary of
monitoring data.

There are also two levels of consultation to
be considered:
●

consultation by the group manager

●

consultation by members.

In general, the group manager should be involved
in higher level consultation with local, regional or
even national stakeholders while individual
members should focus on consultation with their
immediate neighbours.
The group manager is likely to be involved in
discussions of policy and general principles, while
individual members are more appropriately
involved in discussions about specific management
issues in their individual forests.
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Box 2.3 Stakeholders and interested parties

There are a number of different words which are used

management. To overcome this, try to be realistic

to describe the people and organisations which forest

about who the key stakeholders are and contact

managers and certification bodies need to consult

them while remaining open to others if they

with, the most common of which are stakeholders and

approach you.

interested parties.

●

Where the views of different stakeholder groups

Although some people ascribe slightly different mean-

differ (as they frequently do) it makes it difficult to

ings to stakeholder and interested party, in practice

decide how to reconcile these conflicting views.

there is so much variation in the way they are used that

There is a great deal of literature about how to deal

they can be treated as meaning the same thing.

with this type of situation – if it arises talk to your
certifier or to the FSC about what to do.

The difficulty lies in deciding who they (stakeholders or
interested parties) are. The reason for the difficulty lies

Finally, in considering who are the stakeholders (or

in the interpretation of the most commonly used defini-

interested parties) relevant to you and your members,

tion for both stakeholders and interested parties which

the groups you should consider include:

is ‘people who are affected by or have an interest in
forest management’.
The first part of the definition is relatively straightforward. Anyone who is affected by forest management is

●

anyone living in the forest

●

anyone working in the forest

●

anyone who uses the forest (eg for hunting, fishing,
fuel or fodder collection, recreation)

a stakeholder or interested party. This includes owners,
employees, people living in and around the forest and
so on.
However, the definition then goes on to include all those
with an interest in the management of the forest. Most of
the disagreement on interpretation arises in trying to

●

neighbours

●

government

●

local communities and community groups

●

environmental and social NGOs

●

academics

●

other forest owners

●

the local forest products industry

●

anyone else who is affected by or has an interest in

define who ‘has an interest’. The easiest way to do this is
to allow these people or groups to define themselves. In
this case, anyone who expresses an interest in forest
management becomes a stakeholder or interested party.
This is not always practical for two reasons:
●

It can be expensive to try and contact everyone who

forest management.

might conceivably ‘have an interest’ in forest

There are a range of levels of consultation:
●

bours’ consisting of those either living on or
owning land adjacent to the forest

Consultation with immediate neighbours

In almost all situations, it is important for forest
owners and managers to maintain a dialogue
with their immediate neighbours, in particular
those who might be directly affected by any
operations either because they live nearby or
because they own adjacent forest. This type of
consultation can be informal if it is working
successfully. However, if it is not working then
it may be necessary to formalise it to some
extent, for example by making it a group
requirement that the forest manager must:
– identify and list or map the ‘immediate neigh-

– inform these neighbours in advance about
any major operation through a visit, a letter
or another suitable means (for example, if the
forest is adjacent to a larger community and
widely used by people, a signpost at the
entrance might be more appropriate)
– respond to any issues raised in a
constructive way.
●

Consultation with representatives of local
communities and interested parties For medium
and larger forests, or for group managers it is
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often appropriate to maintain consultation with
a range of individuals and groups both locally
and at a regional or national level. In order to
ensure that this happens, it is useful to:
– develop and maintain a list of people and
organisations who are stakeholders with
details of how to contact them – a contact list
– develop a means of regular communication
with these groups. This might include an
annual newsletter, periodic letters providing
updates or regular meetings. It is a good
idea to discuss with the stakeholders the
method of communication which they find
most useful
– develop and implement a procedure for
ensuring that all issues raised by stakeholders
are dealt with in a constructive way and any
problems are resolved.
Records of such consultation in the form of
minutes of meetings and correspondence should
be kept and filed.
It is very important that when issues are raised
by third parties as a result of consultation, that
the forest manager or group manager seeks to
resolve the issue and that a record of the response
is maintained. The FSC standard is very clear in
requiring forest managers to respond constructively to third parties.
If your group or any of your group members have
serious problems with external stakeholders, then
you may need to invest a considerable amount of
time and energy in resolving these problems. This
will usually need to be done prior to certification
(or prior to entry to a certified group) as the existence of a significant unresolved dispute may
prevent a certificate being awarded.

2.6.2 Consultation required for
certification
The main requirement for certification itself is that
the group makes its intention to seek certification
public. This will also be done by the certification
body who will carry out their own consultation
process (see Section 5.1.4), but consultation by the
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certification body is not a substitute for consultation by the group management and members.
The way you choose to notify stakeholders of your
intention to seek certification will depend both on
the type of group you run and on the level of ongoing interaction you have with stakeholders.
Some of the ways group managers communicate
their intention to certify include:
●

send letters to all the groups with which they
are in contact (i.e. everyone on the contact list)

●

put an advert in one or more local newspapers
or other media

●

put a sign up on a community notice board

●

announce it at a public meeting.

In addition to finding a method of announcing the
plan to seek certification, group managers also
need to find a way to provide stakeholders with
up-to-date information on the current membership
of the group. This can be done through a regularly
updated website or through a printed list updated
on a regular basis.
Members of the group should inform their neighbours or local communities about the plan for
certification or, if they join a group which is
already certified, then their plan to join the group.
They must do this unless the consultation carried
out by the group management includes provision
of information at such a local level. This is sometimes the case with community group schemes.

2.7 Complaints
The standard requires an ‘appropriate mechanism’
for resolving complaints and grievances. Therefore,
all group schemes must have a system for dealing
with complaints efficiently and constructively.
There may be two types of complaints:
●

by stakeholders about group members and the
way their forest is managed

●

by group members or stakeholders about the
group management and the way the group
is run.
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Whichever type of complaint it is, as soon as it is
received it must be recorded and allocated to a
person who is then responsible for ensuring that it
is addressed.
It is a good idea to have a standard letter which
summarises the complaints procedure which can
be sent to any person who makes a complaint
which sets out:
●

how the complaint will be dealt with

●

who is responsible for dealing with it

●

what the timeframe is likely to be for getting
a response

●

what further action is possible if the response
is not satisfactory.

The most appropriate person or persons to deal
with a complaint will depend on whether the
complaint is made against the group management
or against a group member.
●

Complaints against a group member This should

initially be dealt with by the group management. The complaint must be investigated and,
if appropriate, action taken. The outcome of the
investigation should then be communicated to
the complainant. If either the complainant or
the member is not happy with the outcome,
then it should be possible for them to make
an appeal. This requires an appeals committee.
This is most easily done by using the same
procedure and committee as that used for
appeals against expulsions (see Section 2.5.3.4).
●

Complaints against the group management

It will usually be inappropriate for the group
management to investigate a complaint against
itself. Instead, the complaint should be dealt
with by the appeals committee as discussed
above. The exception to this is if the group
management structure is large, and the
complaint is against a specific individual or
office, in which case the initial investigation
could be carried out by a more senior manager.
In this case, it should be possible for the
complainant to appeal to the appeals committee
if they are unhappy with the outcome.

Whichever type of complaint is received, it is very
important to ensure that the process of dealing
with it is well documented and the documents are
easily referenced. There should be a central register
for all complaints which clearly show when they
were received, who was made responsible for
dealing with them, when the complaint was
resolved and where the full information on the
complaint can be found.
Some group managers choose to keep all documents relating to a complaint in a central
complaints file. Others find it better to keep
complaints relating to particular members in the
membership file.
An example of a complaints register (GS 013)
is given in the companion publication Group
Certification for Forests: Model Documents,
available via www.proforest.net

2.8 Monitoring group members
One of the main ongoing jobs of the group
manager is to ensure that the forest management
of all group members is regularly monitored to
check that it continues to meet the requirements of
the group and the standard.
Therefore, setting up and running a monitoring
programme will be one of the main tasks of the
group management. This will include:
●

developing a monitoring programme

●

developing a monitoring checklist

●

setting up a reporting and feedback mechanism
using Corrective Action Requests (CARs),
or equivalent

●

developing a sampling strategy
where appropriate

●

ensuring good record keeping.

2.8.1 Setting up a monitoring programme
When starting to set up a monitoring programme
the first two questions to ask are: ‘Who will carry
out monitoring?’ and ‘When will it be done?’.
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2.8.1.1 The monitoring team

Monitoring can be carried out by a number of
different people. It may be appropriate to use the
same person or people who carry out the pre-entry
inspection. Some options are outlined in Box 2.1,
or you may decide to use someone different.
Whoever you decide to use, it is very important
that they are as independent as possible of the
member they will monitor to try to ensure an
objective view. It is also very important that they
are trained in how to do the required monitoring.
This is discussed further in Section 2.10.
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If you have a group which is spread out over a
large area, it is a good idea to plan monitoring so
that, whenever possible, all the members to be
visited in one region are visited at the same time to
reduce travelling time and make the monitoring
process more efficient.
Nearer the time, the schedule can be made more
detailed and members informed about the date of
the planned visit. This should not be done too long
in advance – it is normal not to give more than
two or three weeks warning so that the member
doesn’t have too long to prepare for the visit.

2.8.1.2 Monitoring timetable or schedule

2.8.2 The monitoring checklist

Once the monitoring team has been identified, it
is important to develop a monitoring timetable.
This should be based on the most up-to-date list
of members, and new members should be added
to the schedule immediately. For most groups the
aim of monitoring should be to ensure that every
member is visited at least once per year. There
will be some exceptions to this (e.g. groups with
very large numbers of very small ownerships or
groups with many members where nothing is done
in the forest for years at a time) in which case
sampling may be used. Sampling is discussed
in Section 2.8.4.

The purpose of the monitoring visit is to check
that the member is continuing to meet all of the
group requirements. This involves looking at both
specific issues such as things relating to previous
visits, stakeholder input or information from the
member, and at the group requirements in general
to ensure they are being followed.

It is important that a particular person within the
group management has responsibility for planning
the monitoring timetable and ensuring that monitoring is carried out as planned.
It is a good idea to plan in advance approximately
when each visit will be made. This is often done
initially by planning which members will be visited
in each month or each quarter. This will give an
idea of the approximate number of days which will
be required to carry out the monitoring in each
period. This information should be discussed with
the personnel responsible for monitoring to ensure
that they have adequate resources to carry out the
planned monitoring. If the forests managed by
your members are seasonal, then it may be important to vary the time of year the visit is made to
ensure that the full range of operations are seen.

There are a number of different ways of documenting the implementation and findings of a
monitoring visit but, as with the pre-entry inspection, the most effective method is usually the use
of a checklist.
This should list all the aspects of the member’s
management which must be checked during the
visit and have space for the comments or findings
of the person doing the monitoring. Thus it serves
as a planning tool, an aide memoire during the
visit, and a record that the visit was carried out.
The exact content of the monitoring checklist will
depend on the way the group manager has interpreted the standard into group requirements (see
Section 2.4 above). However, it will probably have
many similarities to the pre-entry checklist (see
Section 2.5.1.3) and the basic content should
include the following:
●

Administrative information This should include
the name of the member and the name/location
of the forest, the person carrying out the monitoring visit and the date the monitoring visit
was carried out.
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●
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Specific information from the previous visit which

Box 2.4 Information which should be included

needs to be followed up If any problems were

in a Corrective Action Request (CAR) form

raised in previous visits (see Section 2.8.3
below) and actions taken to address them need
to be checked, a note should be made to remind
the person carrying out the monitoring visit.
●

Any changes which the member has reported and
which need to be checked For example, opera-

tions carried out, new planting, clearing.
●

Group requirements Finally, the checklist should

include the group requirements so that the
person carrying out the monitoring can check
that they continue to be met.

Section 1: Identification of the problem
●

The name of the group member

●

The date

●

The number of the CAR

●

The person who identified the problem

●

Details of what the problem is

●

The date by which it must be resolved

●

It may also be helpful to note what action is to
be taken to close out the CAR if this is agreed
during the monitoring visit

2.8.3 The Corrective Action Request (CAR)
process
During a monitoring visit, if it is found that the
member being inspected is not complying with the
group requirements, then there must be a system in
place to inform them of the non-compliance,
require that appropriate action is taken and then
ensure that the action is taken and the problem
resolved. The most common way of doing this is
through a Corrective Action Request (CAR)
process. Other names are also used, but the system
usually contains the same basic elements:
●

a formal process for recording and communicating that a problem has been identified and
must be addressed – a CAR form

●

a system within the group management structure for recording all CARs raised and
reviewing progress to ensure that they are
resolved within an agreed timeframe

●

a process for confirming that the problem has
been resolved – ‘closing out’ the CAR.

●

It may also be helpful for the person doing the
monitoring and the group member being monitored to sign the form

Section 2: Verification that the problem has been
resolved
●

Details of the action taken to resolve the
problem (close out details)

●

The name of the person who checked the close
out action

●

The date this was checked

using a standard format called a Corrective Action
Request form (or CAR form).
The sections usually included in a CAR form are
shown in Box 2.4. A sample CAR form (GS 011)
is given in the companion publication Group
Certification for Forests: Model Documents,
available via www.proforest.net

Whenever a problem is identified during a monitoring visit where a member does not meet the
requirements of the group scheme, and therefore
the standard, a CAR must be raised.

Each problem should be reported on a separate
CAR form. At the end of the monitoring visit all
the CARs which have been raised must be
discussed with the member to make sure that they
understand exactly what the problem is and, if
possible, already have some idea about how they
will address the problem. Some CAR forms have
space for the member to sign the form to confirm
that they have understood the issue raised.

A CAR, as its name implies, is a formal request to
the member to take action to resolve a problem
which has been identified. This is usually done

It is also very important to agree a timeframe
within which the problem identified in the CAR
will be addressed. The time may vary but a general

2.8.3.1 Raising a CAR
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rule is that the more serious the problem, the less
time is allowed. So if there is clear non-compliance
with the standard, then it is usual to allow only a
short period such as four or six weeks for action to
be taken. If the problem is less serious, then more
time can be allowed. In some cases it may be
appropriate to allow six months or a year, particularly where forests are seasonal and no action can
be taken until the next season.
When you are deciding on the timings for close
outs of CARs it is a good idea to bear in mind the
CAR system which the certification body will use.
This is described in Section 5.1.5. In particular,
any problem a member has which might result in a
major CAR from your certification body needs to
be addressed as quickly as possible.
If it is possible to make a copy of the CAR while
still with the member, then leave a copy with them.
If it is not possible then send them a copy as soon
as possible after returning to the office.
It is quite common to require members to respond
to CARs within a defined timeframe (usually one
or two weeks) with details of how they intend
to resolve the problem. This serves two very
useful purposes:
●

firstly, it ensures that the member has to think
about the problem and what he or she is going
to do to address it

●

secondly, it allows the group manager to check
that the proposed action appears to be adequate
to address the problem identified. If it is not
adequate, then this can be communicated to
the member before a lot of time and effort has
been wasted.

If group members cannot read or write then it will
be necessary to adapt this process to allow verbal
communication of CARs and of plans to resolve
them. Written copies should still be used for the
group manager.
2.8.3.2 A central register of current CARs

Once a CAR has been raised, it is important that
the group manager ensures that it is followed up,
that action is taken to resolve the problem and
that this action is checked. The best way to
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systematically ensure that CARs are followed up is
by having a central register of CARs. This records
basic details (member’s name, CAR number, date
raised, date due for close out), and must be regularly reviewed and updated to ensure that all CARs
are being closed out on time.
The register can be in whichever form is more
convenient for your group. For example, it
could be:
●

a book in which all new CARs are written and
notes made when action has been taken to
resolve the problem, or

●

a computer table or spreadsheet which can be
sorted and analysed, or

●

a file in which a copy of each outstanding CAR
is kept in order of the date when the ‘close out’
is due (a copy of the CAR would normally also
be kept in the member’s file for reference). You
can then check this CAR register regularly to see
which ones need to be followed up.

An example of a CAR register (GS 012)
is given in the companion publication Group
Certification for Forests: Model Documents,
available via www.proforest.net
It is important that a designated person has
responsibility for regularly checking the CAR
register to see if any CARs need to be followed up,
and the close out details checked.
2.8.3.3 Close out of CARs

When the member informs the group manager
that the required action has been taken, or the
time limit on the CAR has been reached, then
someone must check whether the problem has
been adequately resolved. This person is usually
the same one who carried out the original
monitoring visit.
It is sometimes possible to review the action taken
to address a CAR from the group manager’s office
if it related to documentation. For example, if the
CAR was raised because the member had not
completed a conservation plan, then a copy of the
complete plan could be sent to the group manager
or person responsible for monitoring.
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Other CARs require a visit to the member to
confirm that adequate action has been taken. For
example, if a CAR was raised because the member
had allowed exotic plantation species to spread
into the riparian zone of a river, then a visit would
be needed to confirm their removal.
The need for a follow-up visit can sometimes cause
difficulties for groups whose members are very
remote or which have very limited resources,
where the expense of an additional visit may be a
serious problem. In such cases it is not acceptable
to do nothing, but it may be possible to find
reasonable alternatives to a visit through provision
of indirect evidence. For example the group
manager could request adjacent members to make
a visit, use photographs or get copies of contracts
or payments for carrying out work required. Based
on this, provided that the indirect evidence is
reasonable, the CAR might be closed out, but with
a note to double check at the next annual monitoring visit.
This approach will be quite acceptable in many
cases, but there will be exceptions when a very
serious issue such as illegal felling, serious pollution or safety problems are identified in which case
the person responsible for monitoring may feel it is
necessary to make the visit themselves whatever
the cost and difficulty.
2.8.3.4 Failure to close out a CAR

If a member fails to close out a CAR in the agreed
timeframe this is extremely serious as it raises the
risk of the group no longer meeting the requirements of the standard. Therefore, there must be a
formal procedure to deal with the situation immediately. In general, this begins with a letter from
the group manager to inform the member that
unless they have taken the required action within a
fixed time (usually very short e.g. two weeks) that
the formal expulsion procedure will begin.
If the member still takes no action, and does not
provide an explanation, then the expulsion procedure (Section 2.5.3) must begin.
If the member responds with an explanation of
why the problem has not been addressed, the

group manager will have to make a decision as
to whether the explanation is:
●

reasonable enough to justify giving the member
more time (remember that a certification body
will scrutinise such decisions carefully)

●

not sufficient to justify giving the member more
time. In this case the expulsion procedure must
be followed immediately.

2.8.4 Sampling
Generally, most certifiers encourage group
managers to monitor every group member on at
least an annual basis. However, in some groups it
is either not necessary or not feasible to visit every
member every year. Examples of such groups are:
●

groups with very large numbers of very small
forest units where a high proportion do not
have any operation occurring in them in
any specific year making a monitoring visit
rather pointless

●

groups where a single organisation carries out
all the operations for a number of members
making it possible to check the work done
without visiting every member.

In such cases sampling may be used to select a
proportion of members to be visited.
Sampling is the process of selecting a subset of
members who will be visited in a particular year in
such a way that it gives a good statistical probability that any problems which exist in the group
as a whole will be identified (see Box 2.5 for
further details).
However, if you decide to use sampling then you
must remember that the basis of the technique is
that it must be assumed that any problem identified in a member within the sample also exists in
members not included in the sample.
As a result, it is very important that there is a
system in place to ensure that:
●

any CARs raised are communicated to all
group members

●

all group members check to see if they have the
same problem
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Box 2.5 Selecting a random sample

The theory about sampling is that if you take a random
sample of members and visit them, this provides you
with information which can be applied to the whole
group. The accuracy of the information, and in particular whether existing problems will be identified, will
depend on:
●

The size of the sample The higher the percentage
of members included, the more likely it is that
any members with problems will be included in
the sample.

●

Stratified random sampling
This is used when a completely random sample would
be inappropriate and some decisions need to be made
in advance about the members to be visited.
For example, if a manager has 30 members and plans
to visit ten, he may decide that not more than two who
were visited last year should be visited again. In this
case, the same random method of selection described
above should be used and the first two members
selected who were visited last year are included in the

The amount of variation between members If the

sample. However, if any more members visited last year

members are all very similar, and are therefore likely

are selected then they must be rejected and the selec-

to have similar problems, then fewer visits should be

tion process continue until eight members not visited

needed before the problems are spotted since

last year are chosen. This can also be used to ensure a

several members will have the same problem and

range of sizes or locations are visited.

only one needs to be visited for it to be identified.
However, if the membership is very variable and
different members may be subject to different prob-

Non-random sampling

lems, then more visits will be needed to ensure that

There are also circumstances when some choices

all the problems are identified.

should be made on a non-random basis. There are

If you decide to use sampling, you will need to think
about the size of sample needed based on the variation
between group members.
How the members to be visited are selected is also
very important. The selection should, wherever
possible, be random since this gives a good statistical

likely to be a number of circumstances under which the
group manager will automatically include a particular
member in the annual monitoring plan. This will vary
from scheme to scheme, but some examples are given
below:
●

stakeholder about a particular member

basis to your monitoring.
●

●

harvesting, road building, etc)

on a separate piece of paper, fold each one in half, put
take them out one at a time without looking until the
right number of members to visit has been selected.
This method, though very simple, is still often used by
auditors and is perfectly acceptable.
A slightly more sophisticated way to achieve the same
result, particularly for large groups, is to assign each
member a number and then either:
●

put all the numbers on paper in a bag and select as
described above, or

●

use a random number generator (available on most
pocket calculators and computers) to give a list of
random numbers and select the corresponding
members.

if the member has carried out particular operations
within the last year (e.g. new management plan,

members is as follows. Write the name of each member
all the pieces of paper into a bag and get someone to

if the member has CARs which are due to be
closed out

Random samples
The easiest way to get a random sample of group

if the manager has received a complaint from a

●

if the member is new

●

if the member has not been visited for a number
of years.

Some non-random sampling is perfectly acceptable,
but it is important to remember that non-random
samples do not give a good statistical probability of an
accurate overall picture of the group members.
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any group member with the same problem takes
appropriate action.

This is very different from a group scheme where
all members are visited and where CARs raised
relate to a specific member. If you use sampling
then all CARs must be communicated to all group
members and all members must check whether
they have the same problem.
If you are planning to use sampling in the monitoring programme for your scheme, it is probably
a good idea to talk to your certifier about it as
early as possible to check that whatever you plan
to do is adequate.

2.9 Group system documents
and records
An important, if not always popular, task of the
group manager is to manage the internal documents of the group scheme and to maintain proper
records on all the members. Responsibility for this
task should be very clear within the management
structure. Sometimes it is assigned to the administrative staff, while in other groups it is assigned to
technical staff. In groups with larger management
organisations the responsibility for different
aspects of document and record control is likely
to be with different people.

the things you do such as:
●

monitoring

●

expelling a member from the group

●

dealing with CARs.

All of these documents together make up the group
system documentation and it is very important that
they are properly managed. This is best done by
following a few simple rules of document management which are described below.
2.9.1.1 Only use up-to-date documents

Documents are rarely static and most are edited
and improved from time to time, particularly in
the early days of a group scheme when there is a
steep learning curve. Therefore, it is very important to have a system which ensures that you know
which is the current version of the document and
that only the current version is used.
●

Each document should be given a reference
number and issue number, and dated. Any time
the document is updated, the issue number
should be amended and the date changed.

●

A central list of all documents, their current
issue number and the date of issue should be
maintained, together with a recipient list which
includes all the people who use the documents
and must be informed if a change is made.
Where documents are kept in electronic form
on a computer this list might be an email
circulation list.

●

When a document is updated, the previous
version should be transferred to an archive file
(whether it is a hard copy or an electronic
version) and the new version issued to everyone
on the recipient list so only the current version
of the document is available for use.

2.9.1 Group system documents
As you develop your group scheme you will
probably find that you have quite a few different
documents such as:
●

application form for members

●

information on the group scheme

●

membership requirements

●

rules for joining, leaving and expulsion

By doing this it will be easy to check that only
current versions of the document are used.

●

checklists for the pre-entry inspection
and
monitoring

2.9.1.2 Make sure that documents are useful

●

CAR forms and a central CAR register.

In addition, you may have procedures for some of

The two biggest mistakes people make with system
documentation is to have too much documentation
or too little documentation. Both cause problems
so it is important that you spend some time
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Box 2.6 Procedures

Procedures are documents which set out how a
particular task should be carried out. There are a
number of parts to a group scheme where a procedure is likely to be useful in defining what will be
done. In particular:
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assessing and deciding what documents are necessary for your group scheme.
It is extremely important that each document
is useful. Some of the common mistakes people
make are:
●

To write procedures in very formal and compli-

●

joining the group

cated language which they feel makes the proce-

●

leaving and being expelled from the group

●

carrying out a pre-entry inspection

●

carrying out monitoring

●

Corrective Action Requests

dure sound more official, but in fact just makes
it intimidating and confusing for those who
have to use it. See Box 2.6 for more information
on writing useful procedures.

●

complaints

●

appeals

●

document control and administration.

●

discussion with the people who will be using the
documents. It is very important that documents
are useful and appropriate, and reflect reality.

These procedures can serve two purposes: firstly,
they remind the group management what they are

To produce documentation without sufficient

●

supposed to do, and provide consistency between
different people carrying out the same activity.
Secondly they inform members of how things are
done and, in the case of procedures such as
complaints and appeals, provide information on
what the member should do.

To fail to change documents to reflect changing
needs or practices within the group. As a
general rule always change documents to reflect
what happens in practice provided it is meeting
all group requirements. Don’t make people
change what they do just to meet a document.

When writing procedures it is important that they
are precise and sufficiently detailed to provide
good guidance. But this does not mean that they
need to be in very formal or complicated
language. The purpose of the procedure is to
document clearly and accurately the process that
must be followed, together with details of what to
do in any particular circumstances.
●

Use clear simple language.

●

Ensure that the procedure reflects exactly what
you intend to do or are doing in practice. If you
need to change what you do, change the proce-

2.9.1.3 Define who can change documents

In larger organisations there are sometimes problems because some individuals decide to make
changes to system documents that they use, but the
changes are not general so that several versions of
the same document exist.
It is important to encourage people to suggest
changes and improvements to documents as highlighted above, but it is also critical that this
process is managed.

dure too. Never continue to do something that
doesn’t work ‘because it is in the procedure’ –

●

Have one person who has responsibility for
issuing new versions of a document.

●

Ensure that all personnel understand that they
must continue to use the official current version
until the new version is issued.

●

Try to have a clear procedure to be followed by
anyone wanting to make changes to documents.

●

Try to ensure that important revisions are done
in an efficient and timely manner to reduce the
temptation for individuals to make their own
changes or to stop using the official document.

change the procedure.
●

Always give procedures a name, issue number,
date of issue and, if appropriate, the name of
the person authorising the current version.

●

Ensure that everyone who is likely to need it
has access to the current version of the procedure whether as a paper copy, an electronic
copy or a combination of the two.

●

Ensure that everyone necessary is trained in
using the procedure and informed when any
changes are made.
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●

Where there are two or more equally effective
ways of doing something the documents can
allow a choice.

Box 2.7 Examples of a contents list for a
membership file

There are a number of ways of organising

2.9.2 Records
Records are all the information which you collect
in the group scheme, for example:

membership files. The most simple is to put all
documents into one file in date order, but this can
be cumbersome when trying to find an important
document. Therefore, many group managers have
a system which includes two or more sub-files for

●

completed pre-entry and monitoring checklists

●

membership lists

groups 1 and 3 are outlined below.

●

CAR forms and the CAR register

Model group 1

●

important correspondence.

The amount of documentation associated with

You should decide how long you are going to keep
each type of record. It should probably be at least
five years for most of them, since that is the lifetime of a certificate. Some organisations choose to
keep records for seven or ten years, and some keep
all the records relating to a member as long as that
person continues to be a member and then for a
fixed time (two years or three years) afterwards.
When deciding how long to keep records the main
things to consider are:

each member. The approach taken by Model

each member is likely to be very limited as much
of the communication will be verbal. Space for
filing is limited, money to purchase files is also
limited. However, the group manager still wanted
to be sure that the group documentation was kept
separate from the management documentation for
each member. Therefore, he developed a system
using two sub-files:
●

toring, CARs, sales documentation and general
correspondence (if any).
●

●

For how long will old records continue to be
potentially useful or important?

●

How much space do you have for storing
records properly?

●

Are there any legal requirements for keeping
records in your country?

File 1 – Application, pre-entry inspection, moni-

File 2 – Management documentation relating to
the forest.

Model group 3
Since members can be quite large, and the
volume of documentation substantial, the group
manager chose to have five different sub-files for
each member, using different colours to avoid
confusion.

The way that the group’s records are organised
and stored is up to the group manager and a
number of different ways can work.
However, most group managers tend to have a file
for each member, where all the documents relating
to that specific member (such as membership
records, monitoring records and CARs) are kept.
In addition to individual records, there must also
be a system for managing documents and records
relevant to the group scheme as a whole. These
include documents such as a master list of
members, the CAR register and any communications with the certification body or the FSC.

●

File 1 (green)
– Application documents
– Pre-entry inspection checklist and related
correspondence
– Details of leaving or expulsion if appropriate

●

File 2 (blue)
– Monitoring checklists
– CARs raised and details of close out

●

File 3 (red)
– Copy of management plan
– Maps of forest area
– Other management documentation

●

File 4 (yellow)
– General correspondence

●

File 5 (orange)
– Financial records
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Some of the more important records, and some
considerations for their management are
discussed below.
2.9.2.1 Membership records

Records must be kept for each group member and
should include all documentation associated with
their initial application to join the group, the preentry inspection, monitoring, any CARs raised and
any important correspondence.
Members’ files may also include copies of management plans, maps or other documentation associated with the management of the forest. An
example of a contents list for a membership file is
given in Box 2.7.
2.9.2.2 List of members and turnover

A summary of members should be kept which
gives the name of the member, the name, type and
location of the forest and the forest area (preferably in hectares) and includes:
●

current members and the date they joined

●

members who have left or been expelled and the
date it occurred

●

applicants.

In fact, many group managers prefer to have three
lists, one for each of the categories above.
The certification body will require this to be regularly updated and will use the information for a
number of purposes:
●

It will be used by the certification body to help
plan their surveillance visits.

●

It will be used to report to the FSC on the area
of forest covered by the certificate.

●

It will be periodically analysed to see how many
members are leaving or being expelled and
whether the rates indicate a problem. If the
number of members leaving or being expelled is
high or shows a significant increase, it may be a
sign that there is a problem with the management of the group and may even threaten the
continuation of the certification.
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An example of this type of summary document in
the form of a simple table (GS 003) is given in the
companion publication Group Certification for
Forests: Model Documents, available via
www.proforest.net Many group managers, particularly those with large groups, prefer to use a
spreadsheet or a database where a range of information can be kept and easily analysed if desired.

2.9.3 Monitoring plans and records
It is very important that all records of planning
and implementation of monitoring visits are kept.
Annual schedules should be kept and, if appropriate, referred to when planning the next year’s
visit. This is particularly important if you use
sampling since you will need to be sure that sufficient members are visited over a defined period.
The records of the visits themselves are also very
important as they provide a record of the on-going
performance of the member, as well as providing
evidence to the certification body that monitoring
is being carried out.
If monitoring visits are carried out by sub-contractors or other members it is essential to ensure that
they send all the paperwork to the group office for
inclusion in the membership file.

2.9.4 Documenting CARs
Corrective Action Requests (CARs) are the main
tool you have for ensuring that the group members
all comply with the group requirements. Therefore,
it is very important that you have a clear system
for recording and storing them.
In general, a copy of the CAR should be kept in
the member’s file, together with all the information
on the close out. The exception to this is when
sampling is being used, in which case any CAR
which is raised must be treated as applying to the
membership in general. In this case a central
register of CARs may be better.
In addition to the CAR form itself, there must be a
central register where information on CARs being
raised and closed out is kept. Some managers like
to keep a copy of each CAR in the central register.
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Others do not, since they can always check the
copy in the membership file if required.

2.10 Training and information
Training and the provision of information is a very
important part of the management of a group –
both training the group management staff and
training group members. We will begin by looking
at training of group management staff (Section
2.10.1) and then look at provision of information
and training for group members (Section 2.10.2).

2.10.1 Training of group management staff
The ‘group manager’ can range from a single
person to a large organisation with many
employees. Whatever the structure there are
a number of skills the group management must
have to run a successful group. Firstly the group
management will need to have access to sufficient
technical skills. This is very important when
setting up the group, particularly when developing
the group requirements. This will require input
from people with a good understanding of forest
management and environmental and social issues
to make an appropriate interpretation of the standard as well as input on setting up efficient group
administration. Generally, the most efficient way
to obtain this type of knowledge is to hire people
with appropriate training either as employees or
short-term consultants. However, some groups
also provide training through, for example, study
for a diploma.
2.10.1.1 Developing a group scheme

This guide aims to provide some of the training
required to develop a group scheme but more
practical training may also be useful. One possibility is an external course if such a course exists,
but in many places they don’t. An alternative is to
organise for the person (or people) responsible for
developing the scheme to visit other existing group
managers to see how they set up and run their
group. This type of practical training is very useful
and usually very effective.

If you want to try to set this up but do not know
of other group schemes then contact your certifier,
if you have one, or the national FSC working
group or even the FSC Secretariat who can provide
you with contact details of groups in your region.
2.10.1.2 Initial assessment and monitoring

Two of the main tasks you have as a group
manager are those of assessing applicants before
they join the scheme and carrying out monitoring
of members. For both of these tasks auditing skills
are extremely important.
Most people can learn to be good at this type of
auditing activity quite easily, but few people are
born good auditors so training is very useful.
If you are running a medium or large group then
you should definitely consider sending one or more
staff on a professional auditing course. There are a
range to choose from:
●

FSC auditor courses In some places there may be

courses specifically aimed at becoming an
internal auditor for the FSC standard.
Currently the FSC does not have a process to
officially endorse training courses, but if you
contact the FSC Secretariat they are likely to be
able to tell you where training is available.
●

ISO 9000 and 14001 lead assessor courses If

dedicated FSC courses are not available, a good
alternative is to look at lead assessor courses for
ISO 14001 or ISO 9000. These two standards
are ‘management system’ standards and though
part of the course will be spent learning about
the requirements of these standards, there is also
a strong focus on auditing techniques and practice which is the important part.
ISO 14001 is an environmental management
system standard and so during the course in
addition to learning about the standard and
how to audit, you will also look at environmental law. ISO 9000 is a quality management
system standard and generally more time is
spent on auditing techniques since no time is
spent on legal requirements.
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If your group scheme is too small or too poor to
justify a formal training course, ask your certifier
if they can provide advice on internal training.
Other possibilities are:
●

to contact other groups and see if someone from
your group could get some training from their
personnel

●

to contact a large forestry company to see if
they have internal monitoring and would be
prepared to help out

●

to develop your own training course.

2.10.2 Providing information for group
members
Many group managers find that provision of information is a major part of their service to group
members. It is particularly important in areas
where the owners and managers of the type of
small and medium forests which join group
schemes do not have easy access to information.
There are two types of information which can be
provided:
●

●

commitments you will be unable to fulfil, so
make sure you have the time and money to
provide information before committing to
doing it.
2.10.2.2 Group information

While the decision to provide general information
will vary between groups, all group managers
should be providing their members with some level
of information about the group. Things which
might be included are:
●

updates on the current list of members to ensure
that all existing members are informed about
new members as well as any expulsions

●

changes in the FSC standard or in the group
requirements, together with details of how
members must respond

●

the monitoring schedule for the year and details
of when visits will be made

●

information on the outcome of both internal
monitoring and surveillance visits by the certification body, including information on any
CARs raised

●

details of any changes to the group management

●

information on complaints received and the
outcome of the investigation

●

information on stakeholder consultation,
particularly any issues raised and how they
have been resolved.

Information on the group including changing

requirements, membership, certification status
and so on.

Do you have the resources to provide information
in a useful format? It is important not to make

General information on forestry and related
issues such as changes to the law, useful
conferences or summaries of useful research,
in particular any changes which are of interest
to group members.

●
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2.10.2.1 General information

The decision on whether or not to provide
members with general information will depend on
a number of factors:
●

Do members get information from other sources
such as an association or the government? If

they do, there is no need to replicate this.
●

Are members interested in getting more information than they currently receive? It is always a

good idea to check whether people want information before providing it.

One of the most basic ways to provide members
with information is through a ‘members handbook’, a document containing a variety of information on the group, its requirements and how it
works. This is discussed further in Section 3.1.
It is always useful to check regularly with
members whether the information they receive is
clear, adequate and useful. You could add this
question to the monitoring checklist so that the
information is collected while the monitoring visit
is carried out.
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2.10.3 Training and support for group
members
The amount of training and support which group
managers provide for their members varies enormously. Some group managers provide no training
or support at all, but merely run a scheme which
forest managers can join if they wish to and if they
meet the requirements of the group. Other group
managers provide complete support for their
members helping with inventories, management
planning, consultation, operations and marketing
as well as running the certification scheme.
Many groups lie somewhere in between these
two extremes.

However, experience with groups so far has shown
that many small forest owners are not aware of all
legal requirements and as a result, do not implement them. Therefore, it may be very useful to set
up a training programme on legal requirements for
forest management. This can then be extended to
include updates for members on any changes to the
law and how the changes will affect management.
There are a number of ways you can provide this
type of training:
●

In many countries there are lawyers or forestry
consultants who specialise in this type of work.
The advantage of this approach is that the
specialists should have access to all the information, and it will save the group manager a lot of
work. In addition, the specialist should have
experience in training and so may well do a very
effective job. However, this is likely to be a relatively expensive option. It is also important to
ensure that the information will be presented in
a way which is appropriate for the size and type
of membership.

Some of the most common types of training
provided are outlined below:
2.10.3.1 The group scheme requirements

A training programme in the requirements of the
group scheme is very useful. This can be designed
as a one-to-one training which can be given by a
member of the group management structure to an
individual applicant, or as a programme for
several people. It can last an hour, half a day, a full
day or longer as is appropriate.
It is a good idea to prepare some kind of training
material. This might be a set of notes for the
trainer, a set of notes for the person being trained,
a set of slides to make a presentation with or
whatever else is appropriate.
It is also a good idea to do at least one practice run
of the training to colleagues, or even alone, before
doing it ‘for real’. If it is possible to practice in
front of colleagues this is probably the best option
as they can provide input on whether the information is clear and makes sense, whether everything
important has been covered and whether it is
all accurate.
2.10.3.2 Legal compliance

Legal compliance is a basic requirement for certification, and in many countries full compliance with
all forestry, environmental and social laws will
result in compliance with a large proportion of the
requirements of the standard.

Hire in a specialist to design and run the training

To find trainers try looking in forestry magazines, or contact the forestry department or
a professional foresters association to ask
for names.
●

Hire a specialist to design the training material
but run the training internally This may be a

cheaper option if you need to run the training
repeatedly for different or new members. It
means more work for you, but also makes it
more flexible since you can combine the legal
requirements with other training, or with visits
to members.
●

Design and run the training internally This may

well be the preferred option for larger group
managers who feel that they have the resources
to research, prepare and run training in legal
requirements. Even some smaller groups may
decide to do this if the cost of the previous
options is too great. It may also be the best
approach if you feel information will need to be
interpreted to make it useful for your members.
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If you do decide to ‘do-it-yourself’ then you will
need to find good sources of information. In
some places organisations run public courses
which one of the group management could
attend. Forestry associations or professional
bodies often provide information and useful
summaries of legal requirements, as do many
forestry departments. Another option may be to
contact a large forestry company and ask them
for help.
2.10.3.3 Technical training

Many group managers provide considerable
support to their members in implementing good
forest management practices. In particular, assistance is often provided with writing management
plans, carrying out inventory, planning operations,
setting up a monitoring programme, developing a
conservation plan and providing adequate health
and safety provision.
It is important to remember that technical training
may not just be needed for group members, but
also for contractors carrying out the operations
since contractors working in certified forests must
meet all the requirements of the standard. The
failure of contractors to comply with the requirements of the standard is one of the most common
problems encountered by certification bodies.
In some cases the group manager will do most of
this work for the members, either as a support
service of the group or as paid consultancy. In the
case of resource manager certification the group
manager is fully responsible for management.
However, the more that each member understands
the technical requirements of the standard and
how they have to be implemented, the more likely
they are to maintain compliance with the standard.
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As with training on legal requirements, you will
have to decide whether to run the training yourself
or whether to bring in an external specialist. This
will probably depend on a number of factors
including how much internal expertise you have
in the group management organisation, how easy
it is to find external expertise and how much it
will cost.
If you have little expertise in forest ecology,
wildlife management or conservation within your
group, then it is probably worthwhile involving a
specialist. You may already have some contacts
with conservation organisations or academics. If
not try contacting the biology department of your
local university (or the zoology, botony or conservation departments if they exist). You could also
contact local conservation organisations such as
WWF (the Worldwide Fund for Nature), your local
bird protection society or any other conservation
organisations. It is very likely that one or more of
these will be able to help you and some may even
be happy to become a partner, providing you with
expertise in return for the opportunity to be
involved with the development of your members’
conservation strategies.
If you do manage to find someone to work with
then remember that they may not know much
about certification. If they don’t then it is important that you explain what certification is, how it
works and, most importantly, that the aim of the
training is to ensure that the members meet the
requirements of the FSC standard. Otherwise your
specialist may end up talking about their own
interests and ideas as opposed to focusing on the
type of management required by the standard (see
also Section 2.4.2.4).
2.10.3.5 Consultation and interaction with

2.10.3.4 Conservation

the community

Often one of the most difficult parts of the standard for many forest managers, particularly those
managing small forests, is the requirement to plan
and implement conservation strategies. Providing
training in this area can help members to understand why it is important and how to do it, thus
making compliance much more likely.

The requirement in the FSC standard to interact
with local communities and other stakeholders is
one which many forest managers find challenging
to interpret and implement. Training on ways of
interacting and involving local people in an appropriate way can be very helpful.
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In particular, training in consultation, resolving
grievances and dealing with complaints are all
likely to be useful, and as a minimum it is essential
that all group members understand the group
requirements and how to implement them.
If there is expertise within the group management
structure then training can be developed and
implemented internally. If this expertise is not
available, then there are a number of places to
look for help. If there are local community
projects, they may have people with expertise in
this type of training and capacity building. Some
universities also specialise in training people in
consultation and resolving grievances. Again,
ensure that anyone providing training is well
briefed on the requirements of the standard so
that the information they provide is appropriate
and accurate.

2.11 Controlling claims
The FSC has guidelines about the claims which
certified organisations can make and, in particular,
strict rules about the use of the FSC logo and
name. It is very important that you understand
what this means:
●

for group management, including publicity and
information you produce

●

for group members, including any publicity,
documentation or statements they make.

Since the rules change from time to time, the best
way to address this is probably by discussing it
with your certification body during the pre-assessment (see 5.1.2).

3 supporting and involving
members

3.1 Producing a members’
handbook
Many group managers find that it is very useful to
have a single document or file where all the information which a member needs can be kept. This
document is often referred to as a members’
handbook.
The main purpose of the members’ handbook is to
collect information on such things as membership
rules, the group requirements and group procedures in one place. The only type of group where a
members’ handbook may not be useful is when the
members are generally unable to read.
Some groups choose to print a members’ handbook, but most find it is easier to produce a file in
which various different documents can be kept.
This solution has two advantages:
●

Firstly, it means that additional documents can
be added whenever necessary. Many groups find
that it is best to begin with relatively few documents in the handbook, and then to increase
gradually over time.

●

Secondly, it means that the handbook can be
regularly updated. If the handbook is printed,
there is often reluctance to produce a new
version because of the cost involved. If a file is
used, documents can easily be added and
removed as required. However, in this case it is
essential that all documents have issue numbers
and issue dates so that it is clear which is the
current version (see Section 2.9).

The exact content of the members’ handbook will
vary from group to group and is likely to evolve
over time as new documents are added and unused
documents removed. However, to provide some
idea, a suggested content for a handbook is shown
in Box 3.1.
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Box 3.1 Possible contents of a members’ handbook

The items suggested below are for guidance only – each

management. There are many areas of management

group manager will need to decide what information is

where help can be provided, for example:

most appropriate for the group they manage. However,
since it is a requirement of certification that members
are provided with information on both the scheme and

●

developing and maintaining management plans

●

developing and implementing a conservation

how it runs, and on the certification process and its

strategy, for example a list of rare species and guide-

requirements, the handbook should normally contain, as

lines on how to manage them

a minimum, the information listed under 1 and 2 below.

●

information on how to consult with stakeholders and
deal with complaints

1 The handbook is a useful place to collect together
all the information on the group and its requirements,
including:
●

●

forest inventory, and growth and yield

●

model contracts for use with subcontractors used by
the member

rules for joining, leaving and expulsion from
the group

●

operational planning procedures

the group requirements including any policies and

●

risk assessment checklists for operations

●

environmental assessment checklists for operations.

the requirements for forest management (the group
interpretation of the standard or the standard itself,
as appropriate)
●

●

4 The handbook can summarise or list the laws, codes

details of the group monitoring programme including

of practice and guidelines which the member must

CARs and what to do about them

comply with including:

●

requirements for consultation

●

●

complaints procedure to be followed if the member
has a grievance against the group manager and

summary of the main requirements of each law)
●

details of what will happen if a complaint is made
against the member
●

laws applying to forestry (either a list or a short

important codes of practice and guidelines and how
to obtain them

●

contact details for group management and other

any relevant standards including the national
FSC standard.

useful organisations such as relevant government

●

●

departments, NGOs or local universities

5 Chain of custody and use of the FSC name and logo

costs of joining and staying in the group and charges

can be explained, including:

made for any services provided by the group manager

●

a summary of the rules for internal chain of custody

rules for making claims associated with

●

clear guidance on group rules for members selling

being certified.
2 The handbook should also include information on
the certification process and the requirements for

timber individually as certified
●

rules on the use of the FSC name and making claims

●

if members have access to the FSC logo, rules on the
use of the FSC logo.

certification, namely:
●

the certification process, including the use of
sampling so members understand why only some are
visited by the certifier. It is also useful to explain
what the consequences are for all members of a
group if a non-conformance is found in a visited
member’s forest

●

the requirement to allow the certifier or the FSC

6 Some group managers also have preferred contractors for carrying out operations. These contractors
have usually been trained or tested to ensure that
their work meets the standard required by the group.
The handbook can list:
●

contact address or telephone number, operations

access to the forest at any time.
3 The handbook can also include more practical guidance on meeting the group requirements for forest

details of preferred contractors including name,
carried out and prices

●

details of any discounts available for group members.
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3.2 Representation for members:
the members’ committee or council
Several groups have found it very useful to have
some form of members’ committee or council. The
structure and functions of such a committee vary
but some ideas are discussed below.
The main function of the committee is usually to
ensure good communication between the group
management and the group members and can help
to empower members. This is particularly important in large groups, especially those with several
areas or regions where an individual member and
the group manager can be separated by several
layers of the group organisation.

3.2.1 Functions of the members’ committee
It will initially be the job of the group manager to
define the functions of the members’ committee as
part of the group scheme. However, once the
committee is up and running it may be a good idea
to let it redefine its own functions in line with the
needs of the membership.
The type of functions the committee might begin
with are:
●

raising specific issues or concerns from members

●

discussing members’ needs and requirements
with the group management

●

reviewing the management of the group
including the monitoring programme and the
certification audits and surveillances

●

reviewing changes to the FSC requirements and
deciding how the group should implement them

●

feeding back information from the group
management to members

●

planning and helping to carry out training.

The committee might (or might not) also be
involved with aspects of group management such
as applications and vetting of new members,
expulsions, reviewing CARs, dealing with
complaints and hearing appeals.

3.2.2 Structure of the members’ committee
In general, the committee should include:
●

representatives of the membership, usually
selected by election, though other techniques
may sometimes be more appropriate

●

representatives of the group management
organisation, usually with specific functions
or expertise

●

the group manager.

The committee will probably need a chairperson to
facilitate meetings and ensure that actions are
followed up. It is usually better if it is a member
rather than the group management who acts as
chairperson since this will ensure that members do
not feel that the committee is just a tool of the
group manager. The chairperson can be appointed
by the committee or elected by the membership as
appropriate, but it is important to try to ensure
that the person is competent at running meetings.
The committee will probably need some kind of
administration to carry out tasks such as recording
the minutes, organising meetings and contacting
members. It may be appropriate for the group
management to supply this type of support.
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4 chain of custody
4.1 What is chain of custody?
If your group wants to sell any products, timber or
non-timber, from the forest as certified, then as
well as a forest management certificate, you will
need a chain of custody certificate.
Chain of custody is the process of tracing certified
wood from the forest to the final product. When a
tree is felled in a certified forest it is sold and may
then go through a whole range of manufacturing
processes before it becomes a final product. At
each stage in the process, it is important to verify
that any wood being classified as ‘certified’ really
did originate in an FSC-certified forest.
This process starts from the moment the tree is
felled and the group is responsible for ensuring an
adequate chain of custody from that point to the
point where the tree is transferred to a new owner
(e.g. a sawmill, a pulp mill, a charcoal burner, a
local fence post maker).
There is further information on chain of custody in
Chain of Custody for Forest Products: A Practical
Guide available from www.proforest.net

4.2 Internal chain of custody controls
Your internal chain of custody needs to ensure that
when logs (or other certified products) are sold as
certified because they come from your members’
forests they are genuinely from those forests. This
is usually done through a combination of three
things: documentation, identification and segregation. Each of these is described below, and as you
will realise, none of the three ensures security on
its own. Therefore you will need to use a combination of two or three of the methods described.
Case study box 4.1 shows how each of the model
groups dealt with chain of custody.

4.2.1 Identification
The simplest way to identify a log or a load of
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wood as coming from a particular forest is by
using physical markings, such as:
●

hammer marks on individual logs

●

a label attached to a log or load.

Where this might be a problem, more high tech
solutions such as barcodes are becoming increasingly available and cheap and can provide better
protection from forgery.

4.2.2 Segregation
A second way of ensuring that logs from a certified
forest are not mixed with logs from uncertified
sources is by keeping them separated from all
other logs until the point of sale. Where the logs
are sold at roadside in the member’s forest this is
not too difficult to do. However, if you are going
to be involved with any movement of logs or other
products then having a method to ensure segregation can be very useful.
For example, you could have an agreement with a
haulage company that if their trucks pick up logs
from one of your members, they will not pick up
logs from non-members at the same time. If the
trucks are only carrying logs from members’ forests
then the chance of accidental mixing is removed.
However, as with marking logs, there is always the
possibility of someone putting uncertified logs into
the system on purpose to get them sold as certified
if this method of control is used by itself.

4.2.3 Documentation
The final way of ensuring a reliable chain of
custody is through documentation. The most
important types of document are:
●

Records of estimated volumes of standing trees
to be felled, volumes felled and details of
volumes sold as certified are very important for
verifying chain of custody. Group managers
should ensure that this information is always
collected, checked and stored. Where there are
discrepancies, particularly if the volume sold is
significantly greater than the estimated prefelling volume, then this should be checked
immediately to ensure that it isn’t due to the
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Case study box 4.1 Chain of custody arrangements for the three model groups
Model group 1

Model group 2

The members of Model group 1 harvest hardwood logs

This group sells all of the logs produced by the group

on an occasional basis from their small forest holdings.

on behalf of the members. Therefore, they can control

Since most have problems dealing with the legal paper-

the chain of custody relatively easily in a way very

work required when selling logs, the group manager

similar to that used by many companies.

decided to include this in the service offered and use it
to control chain of custody.
●

tions of each member are assessed and the felling
date and approximate volume recorded at least one

group manager of the quantity and species to be sold

year prior to final harvest.
●

request is sent to the group manager. Harvesting and

tion, including an invoice on behalf of the member

transport are then arranged since the group sells all

with the group’s chain of custody certificate number,

timber delivered which gives members a better price.

the price.
When this has been agreed, the member fells the
trees and each log is marked using a special stencil

●

●

Neither company works exclusively for the group, so
both transport uncertified timber as well. However,
both have agreed never to mix loads from different

loaned by the group manager and must be returned.

forests – not even from two certified forests. This

The purchaser can then go to collect the logs,

means occasionally carrying half loads, but it ensures

checking that the number and species provided is the

that certified logs are segregated from uncertified

same as those specified (and paid for) on the invoice.

logs. Each driver is trained to understand how impor-

The stencil mark is particularly important because

tant this is, and the group have agreed to pay the

many of the buyers collect logs from a number of

driver as if it was a full load.

holdings at the same time, so certified and uncertified logs are collected by the same truck. The mark is

●

which give details of the forest, the date, the approxi-

The risks associated with this mixing in the

mate volume of logs loaded and the name of the lorry

customer’s log yard are not the problem of the group

driver. One copy stays on site. The other three go

manager, since he only has to ensure the chain to the

with the driver to the customer.

point of sale when the logs are collected. It will be
addressed as part of the chain of custody assess-

The group has also developed special quadruplicate
forms (four copies) to be filled in at the harvest site

then used to sort them on arrival in the log yard. (NB

●

On arrival at the customer, the three forms are signed
to confirm delivery and if the customer has a weigh-

ment of the purchaser).
●

To deal with transport, the group has developed a
long-term relationship with two trucking companies.

with the group logo. The stencil and spray paint are

●

Once a purchaser for the timber is found, a purchase

The manager then prepares the required documenta-

the quantity and species of logs to be sold and

●

To assist in effective marketing of timber, the planta-

Members wishing to sell some logs must inform the
and the purchaser.

●

●

bridge, there is space to fill in the delivered weight.

The monitoring team is informed of the sale and

One of the forms then stays with the customer while

during the next surveillance will check that the

the other two remain with the driver. The truck

number and species of the stumps in the member’s

company keep one of these and return the other to

forest matches the number and species of logs sold.

the group manager. The forms include the statement
that the timber is certified and the chain of custody
certificate number so that customers can use them as
the part of their own chain of custody systems.
●

The group manager then uses the returned form to
generate an invoice which includes the group’s chain
of custody certificate number and the volume of
wood delivered. In addition, the form is used to verify
how much timber is collected from each member and
compare it to the predicted volume.
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Model group 3
Because of the range of types of its membership,
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The scheme worked as follows:
●

told about the importance of chain of custody. Two

Model group 3 ended up with four options for chain

things were stressed:

of custody.
●

– Firstly that the whole group would lose credibility

Firstly, some of the large members decided that while

and possibly lose their certificate if it was shown

they were happy to certify their forests under a group

that uncertified logs from other forests were being

scheme they wanted to market their timber under

sold as certified.

their own chain of custody scheme. These members
developed a scheme and hired certifiers indepen-

– Secondly, that any member found doing this would

dently of the group manager.
●

be immediately expelled from the group with no
possibility of rejoining and that legal proceedings

Secondly, a number of larger members wished to

for fraud might be considered.

develop their own internal chain of custody systems
but to include them under the group’s chain of

●

●

When a member decides to fell some trees they must

custody. To allow for this, chain of custody was added

select the trees as set out in their management plan

as a section to the checklists used for the preliminary

and record details of the species, dbh and approxi-

assessment and monitoring of these members and

mate length of the log for each tree to be felled. This

the internal system checked both before joining and

information is recorded on a form provided by the

again in annual surveillances. This was then certified

group manager.

as a group chain of custody.
●

Prior to joining the scheme, each new member was

●

This information is passed to the group manager who

Thirdly, the group was heavily involved in marketing

then issues the member with a special two-part

for many of its members, and so set up a system very

numbered label for each tree to be felled and a sales

similar to Model group 2.

document.

Finally, it was found necessary to have a fourth cate-

– The labels are in two parts so that one part can be

gory. A substantial number of group members were

attached to the log, and the other to the stump of

managers of small to medium areas of natural forest

the felled tree.

producing high quality hardwood logs. These

– The sales document serves two purposes. It lists

members were very independent and insisted that

the logs to be sold including the information on

they wanted to be able to sell their own logs without

species and size and also the label numbers and

interference from the group manager but under the

confirms that only logs with these label numbers

group certificate.

can be considered as certified. It also includes the

The group manager quickly realised that the chain of

certificate number, space for the member and his

custody system for these members would need to be

customer to fill in the price agreed and any condi-

quite strict since certified logs sold for 25% more than

tions of sale, and space for each to sign, thus

uncertified logs, so there was quite an incentive to sell

forming a contract between the two parties.

uncertified logs as if they were certified. To make
matters worse, most of these members’ forests were

●

to the group manager for the records.

close to other uncertified forests producing similar
hardwood logs so the opportunity to obtain uncertified

A copy of the completed sales document is returned

●

Following the harvesting operation, during the

logs was always there. He therefore developed a

routine monitoring visit, the forester doing the moni-

system which aimed to do three things:

toring checks each stump and records the number of

●

allow members to sell their own timber under the
group chain of custody certificate

●

ensure that members understood the need for, and
importance of, maintaining the chain of custody

●

ensure that it was almost impossible for members to
cheat the system even if they wished to.

the label attached to it to ensure that each label has
been used on a log from the certified forest.
This system allows the members maximum flexibility
while still ensuring a reliable chain of custody.
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introduction of uncertified logs.
●

Transport documents provided at the harvesting
point showing the origin, species, volume and
other relevant details with confirmation that the
logs are from a certified forest are very important in linking your members’ forests to the next
point in the chain. It may be useful to have a
form developed specifically for your group.
These can be printed to allow duplicates to be
made out allowing a number of different players
to have a copy each. For example, one copy for
the harvest contractor, one copy for the truck
driver, one copy for the customer and one copy
returned to the group manager.

None of the three methods described above –
identification, segregation or documentation –
is completely secure on its own, but by using a
combination of all three, it should be possible to
set up a system that ensures that when any of your
group members sells ‘certified’ logs (or other products) they are genuinely from a certified forest. It is
very important that:
●

the system developed for each group is as reliable as possible

●

that each member understands the importance
of maintaining a reliable chain of custody.

Knowingly selling uncertified product as certified
will not only lead to loss of the group certificate,
but is also illegal. This should be made clear to
each member.
You need to decide which of the methods you will
use. This will depend to some extent on the product
being sold. For example, if your members are
producing pulp logs from early thinnings, then you
probably won’t choose to mark each log and might
opt for a combination of segregation and documentation. Alternatively, if your members are producing
high quality hardwood logs you may choose to use
labels or other marks as well as documentation.
Your certification body is likely to be particularly
concerned about the quality and reliability of your
chain of custody system.
Case study box 4.1 shows how the three model
groups addressed the need for chain of custody.

5 getting your group
certified

5.1 The certification process
Although different certification bodies may have
slightly different procedures and use slightly
different terminology, the certification process
will always be basically the same. It is outlined in
Box 5.1 and each stage is discussed in further
detail below.

5.1.1 Choosing your certifier
Once you have decided that you want to get your
group certified you will need to contact a certifier.
They will probably send you an application form
to fill in and, based on the information you
provide, send you a proposal which will outline
both the certification process and the costs.
If there are a few certification bodies working in
your country or region then it may be worth
getting a proposal from several or all of them so
you can see which one gives the best deal. The key
things to consider when choosing which certifier to
work with are:
●

Costs How much do they charge? You need to

look at all parts of the costs. Most certifiers
charge fees for staff time and then charge all the
costs of flights, hotels, food and other expenses
at cost. You should check what these expenses
are likely to be – for example, will they include
an international airfare, will auditors stay in the
cheaper local hotel or the expensive hotel in
town and so on.
●

Efficiency How quickly can they start and

continue with the job? Certification is always
quite a long process, but sometimes if certifiers
are very busy it can take even longer. Things to
check are:
– How soon could they carry out the preassessment/scoping?
– How soon after the visit will you get
the report?
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– How quickly after you decide to proceed
with the main assessment can they begin
that process?

Box 5.1 The certification process

– How soon after the main assessment is
complete will a draft report be produced and
sent for peer review?

Choosing your certifier

▼

– How long after the report is sent for peer
review will a certification decision be made.

Pre-assessment

You should bear in mind that if the certifier
finds non-conformances and has to raise
Corrective Action Requests during the main
assessment then the timings you ask for above
will be delayed and will depend on how quickly
you respond. Make it clear to the certifers that
you understand this, but want to know what
commitments they can make assuming there are
no problems on your side.

▼
Close out gaps

▼

●

Local service Check where your main contact
will be. Will it be in your country or overseas
and what language will you have to use.

●

References It may be worth contacting other
certified organisations to get information on
their experience of a certifier.

Stakeholder consultation

▼
Main assessment

▼
Report and peer review

5.1.2 Pre-assessment or scoping visit
Once you have selected your certifier and signed a
contract with them, the next stage is a pre-assessment or scoping visit. This is a short visit made by
one or two people from the certification body and
has three main purposes:
●

It gives the certifier an opportunity to get
to know your scheme and to plan for the
main assessment.

●

It gives you a chance to meet your certifier and
to ask any questions you have about how the
certification process will proceed.

●

It allows the certifier to go through the
requirements of the standard with you and see
if there are any areas where you are clearly
not complying. This is often referred to as
‘identifying gaps’.

▼
Certification

▼
Surveillance

▼

Of the three purposes, the third is the most important and is what you will spend most of the time
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doing. The certifier will probably want to spend
time in the office, discussing your group system
and looking at documents and records, and also
want to visit some of your members to talk to
them and look at their forests.
However, they will not be auditing you. They will
ask lots of questions about how you do things but
they won’t check if your answers are accurate. If
you say something is being done, they will assume
that is correct and that there is no gap. So it is very
important that you are as open and honest as
possible so that all the gaps will be identified and
you then know what you have to do before the
main assessment.
Following the pre-assessment you should be given
a report which summarises the findings and highlights the gaps that need to be addressed before the
main assessment.

5.1.3 Closing out gaps and decision
to proceed
If gaps have been identified in your scheme, the
next stage is to get them sorted out. There is no set
time for how long this takes. For some groups it is
just a few days or weeks, for others it can take
months. The time depends on what issues have to
be addressed and what resources you have to
address them.
However, once you are satisfied that you have
sorted out all the problems which were identified
in the pre-assessment, and any others which you
may have thought of yourself, then you should
contact your certifier to say that you want to
proceed with the main assessment.

members’ forests to provide information to the
certifier which they think may be relevant to
the certification.
Stakeholders include such groups as local communities, the forest department, local government,
environment and conservation groups, social
organisations, workers and employees and
anyone else who is affected by your management
(see Box 2.3).
Your certifier may contact them by letter, telephone, holding public meetings, advertising in the
local paper or any other way which seems appropriate. The number of stakeholders contacted and
the method used for contacting them will depend
on the size and location of your group and the
type of stakeholders being contacted.
Many group managers find the idea of stakeholder
consultation quite intimidating. In particular there
is a concern that some people may hold grudges or
have other personal reasons for saying bad things
about the group and its manager and members.
However, the certifiers have a very systematic way
of dealing with stakeholder comments to ensure
that real information is treated seriously while
unfounded accusations are not.
When certifiers receive information from a stakeholder they must look at each issue and decide
what to do on a case-by-case basis. In general,
there are three possibilities:
●

Example: A stakeholder says that the forest on
the steep slopes of hills is being over-exploited
and causing soil erosion. This is a real issue and
relevant to the standard, but the forest in question is managed by the forest department and is
not part of the group.

5.1.4 Stakeholder consultation
Up until this point, the fact that you are seeking
certification will have been kept confidential by
your certifier (unless you wanted it made public
for any reason). But once you decide to move on to
the main assessment, your decision becomes public
and your certifier will begin a process of consultation with stakeholders.
The purpose of stakeholder consultation is to allow
anyone with an interest in the management of your

The issue raised is not something covered by the
standard or it is covered by the standard but is
not the responsibility of the group.

●

The issue is relevant to the standard and the
group but there is no evidence to show that it is
a current problem.
Example: A stakeholder says that group
members are planting trees right up to watercourses which is against the law and affects
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water flows. This would definitely contravene
the standard but the stakeholder is unable to
give any specific location where this is
happening and during the main assessment (see
below) although the assessment team check on
every site visited there are no examples of
planting by watercourses. Therefore, the claim
cannot be substantiated.
●

The issue is relevant to the standard and the
group and there is evidence to show that it is a
current problem.
Example: In the example above, if the stakeholder could give examples of where planting by
watercourses is occurring and, on visiting these
sites, the information was found to be accurate,
this would be a non-conformance and a
Corrective Action Request would be raised.
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pre-assessment and you should be informed of the
name of each team member in advance.
If you have a problem with a particular team
member then you can inform the certifier and ask
to have them replaced. However, your certifier is
only likely to agree to this if there is a specific
reason for disqualifying the person such as:
●

the person has worked for you in the last three
to five years

●

there is a relationship between the person and a
member of your staff

●

there has been a specific problem between your
organisation and that person which could
potentially make them biased in their assessment of your performance.

5.1.5.1 Opening meeting

Quite often the information which comes out of
the consultation exercise is very useful for the
group management and members as well as the
certifier. It often happens that an issue is raised
which can easily be addressed, but which the
manager was previously unaware of.

5.1.5 Main assessment
Once the stakeholder consultation is underway
(the FSC requires certifiers to inform stakeholders
at least four weeks in advance) the main assessment can begin.
The purpose of the main assessment is for the
audit team to collect objective evidence to demonstrate that you and your members do (or do not)
meet the requirements of the standard. The
number of people and number of days it will take
to do this will depend on the size and type of your
group. In general, the larger the group the more
people and time will be needed.
The assessment team will have a team leader and
usually (unless your group is very small) one or
more team members. Generally each member
(including the leader) will have particular areas of
expertise such as forest management, conservation
and ecology, community forestry, hydrology, law
and so on. The make up of the team will have been
decided based on the information collected in the

The assessment will probably start with an
opening meeting. This will be run by the team
leader who will explain what will be happening
over the next few days. It will also be an opportunity for you to ask any questions you have. It is a
good idea to get as many of your staff as possible
to the opening meeting so they can meet the assessment team and have some idea of what to expect.
The team leader may ask you to make a short
presentation about your group scheme. The assessment team will also want to start planning who
they want to see and where they want to go.
5.1.5.2 Assessment

The assessment itself consists of three
main activities:
●

Reviewing documents Members of the team will

want to see a range of different documents and
records and to check their content. They will
check that your documents meet the requirements of the standard. They will then check that
everything you and your members do complies
with your documentation.
●

Visiting the forest A random sample of

members will be chosen and the team will want
to visit their forests. It will be useful if the
member can be present during the visit. You will
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also need to be sure you have arranged adequate
transport. You will need to make it clear to all
members that they must allow the certifier
access to their properties.
●

Discussions and interviews Finally, the team

will spend a lot of time talking to people about
what they do and how they do it. Encourage
people to respond openly and honestly. It is
likely that when talking to field staff or contractors the team will not want group management
or even the group member involved in the
discussion, but will ask them to wait some
distance away. This is normal and nothing to
worry about.

worry if the assessment team start to talk about
non-compliances. The FSC standard is a very
tough and very complex standard, so even the best
forest management is likely to miss full compliance
in one or two places.
5.1.5.4 Closing meeting

Assessments nearly always end with a closing
meeting where the team report back to you on
their findings and in particular on the minor CARs
(or conditions). Again, don’t be afraid to ask questions and to discuss the findings. In particular, if
you think that the team may have misunderstood
something, or raised a CAR without considering
critical information, then tell them.

5.1.5.3 Findings and Corrective Action Requests
(CARs)

5.1.6 Report writing and peer review

During the course of the assessment the team will
be looking for evidence that the standard is being
complied with. If they find an area where there is a
non-compliance then they will raise a CAR also
referred to as a ‘condition’. There are two types
of CAR:

Following the assessment the team leader, assisted
by the team members, will write a report. The FSC
requires that a summary of the report, including
background information and the results of the
assessment, is made public so the report will
include both the public summary and the more
detailed assessment report.

●

Major CARs (also called pre-conditions) are

raised when there is a serious non-compliance
with a requirement of the FSC. If a major CAR
is raised you will have to address it adequately
before you can be certified (this is why it is also
called a pre-condition as it has to be addressed
pre-certification).
●

Minor CARs (also called conditions) are raised

when you are partially complying with a
requirement but not fully. If a minor CAR is
raised you can still be certified but only on the
condition that you agree to address the issue
within an agreed time frame (hence the alternative name of ‘condition’). It is important to
remember that if you do not address a minor
CAR within the time agreed it will automatically be raised to a major CAR and you will
have to address the issue within a month or lose
your certificate.
Almost every assessment results in several CARs.
It is almost unheard of not to get any, and it is
quite usual to get as many as ten or 15 so don’t

When the report is complete, it will be sent to two
or three independent specialists who have been
selected as peer reviewers. As with the team
members, the peer reviewers will be selected by the
certification body, but you should be informed
who they are and can tell your certifier if there is
any problem.
The peer reviewers are asked to comment on
whether, based on the information provided in the
report, the assessment seems to be adequate and
the findings reasonable.
Any issues raised by peer reviewers must be
responded to by the certifier and, if appropriate,
can lead to new or revised CARs.

5.1.7 Certification decision and
surveillance
Once all major CARs (or pre-conditions) have
been adequately addressed, and any peer review
comments have been responded to the certification
body will finally make a certification decision.
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The certificate is valid for five years but is conditional on the findings from annual surveillance
visits which the certification body will carry out to
verify that your group is continuing to comply
with all the requirements of the standard.
As with the main assessment, the surveillance team
will choose which members’ forests they want to
visit, and all members must agree to allow access
to their properties.

5.2 A few specific points
5.2.1 Minimum number of members before
seeking certification
Most certification bodies will require you to have
at least three members before seeking certification.
This may be more for groups aiming to have very
large numbers of members. If there is a reason why
you want to seek certification with less than three
members in the group, you will need to discuss
this with the certifier and ask for an exception
to be made.

5.2.2 Early surveillance following
rapid growth
Certification bodies usually carry out surveillance
visits annually (though the first visit after certification is almost always sooner to deal with CARs
raised during the main assessment). However, if
the group grows rapidly in terms of number or
area of forests covered, or if there is a change in
the type of member, most certification bodies will
carry out a surveillance visit early.
The reason for this is that through the issue of the
certificate the certification body is verifying that
the standard is being met, and it continues to be
responsible for ensuring that the standard is met
all the time the certificate exists. If there is a big
change in the group then there is a risk that the
standard will no longer be met. Experience has
shown that a group may function extremely well
when it has, for example, 20 members, but is not
really equipped to deal with a rapid expansion to
50 members. Similarly, a group which meets all
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the requirements while its members own less than
100 ha each may not have adequate control mechanisms for members with 1,000 ha. Therefore, an
early surveillance visit will probably be requested
to allow the certification body to verify that the
group manager is continuing to ensure compliance.

5.2.3 Expansion of membership
to different forest types
As explained in Section 2, groups should be set up
for specific membership types. One group may
include several types, but the group manager must
be able to demonstrate that the group has been
developed specifically to deal with each membership type included.
If a manager of an already-existing group decides
to expand the range of membership types then:
●

he or she will need to develop appropriate
documentation (particularly group requirements
and entry and monitoring checklists) for the
new membership type

●

inform the certification body of the change

●

probably undergo an early surveillance visit
to ensure that the group has been adequately
developed to accommodate the new membership type.
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appendix 1

model documents
A series of model documents including templates,
checklists and procedures have been developed.
They can be found in the companion publication
Group Certification for Forests: Model Documents
available via our website, www.proforest.net (click
on publications). A list of the documents provided
is shown on the right.

Group scheme documents
GS-001

Controlled document register

GS-002

Application form

GS-003

Summary document

GS-004

Membership document

GS-005

Membership rules

GS-006

Checklist for verbal discussion
of membership rules

GS-007

Register of members

GS-008

Pre-entry inspection checklist

GS-009

Monitoring schedule

GS-010

Monitoring checklist

GS-011

Corrective Action Request
(CAR) form

GS-012

Corrective Action Request
(CAR) register

GS-013

Complaint register

GS-014

Responsibility chart

Procedures
P-001

Procedure for application and joining

P-002

Procedure for monitoring

P-003

Procedure for Corrective Action
Requests (CARs)

P-004

Procedure for leaving and expulsion

P-005

Procedure for complaints

P-006

Procedure for document control

Standard letters
SL-001 Standard letter to complainants
SL-002 Standard letter of expulsion
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appendix 2

fsc principles and criteria
The version of the FSC Principles and Criteria
given here is from February 2000. You should
check the FSC website (www.fscoax.org) for the
most recent version.
The numbered Criteria for each of the ten
Principles are listed below.

Introduction
It is widely accepted that forest resources and associated lands should be managed to meet the social,
economic, ecological, cultural and spiritual needs
of present and future generations. Furthermore,
growing public awareness of forest destruction and
degradation has led consumers to demand that
their purchases of wood and other forest products
will not contribute to this destruction but rather
help to secure forest resources for the future. In
response to these demands, certification and selfcertification programs of wood products have
proliferated in the marketplace.
The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an international body which accredits certification organizations in order to guarantee the authenticity of
their claims. In all cases the process of certification
will be initiated voluntarily by forest owners and
managers who request the services of a certification organization. The goal of FSC is to promote
environmentally responsible, socially beneficial
and economically viable management of the
world’s forests, by establishing a worldwide standard of recognized and respected Principles of
Forest Stewardship.
The FSC’s Principles and Criteria (P&C) apply to
all tropical, temperate and boreal forests, as
addressed in Principle 9 and the accompanying
glossary. Many of these P&C apply also to plantations and partially replanted forests. More detailed
standards for these and other vegetation types may
be prepared at national and local levels. The P&C
are to be incorporated into the evaluation systems
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and standards of all certification organizations
seeking accreditation by FSC. While the P&C are
mainly designed for forests managed for the
production of wood products, they are also relevant, to varying degrees, to forests managed for
non-timber products and other services. The P&C
are a complete package to be considered as a
whole, and their sequence does not represent an
ordering of priority. This document shall be used
in conjunction with the FSC’s Statutes, Procedures
for Accreditation and Guidelines for Certifiers.
FSC and FSC-accredited certification organizations
will not insist on perfection in satisfying the P&C.
However, major failures in any individual
Principles will normally disqualify a candidate
from certification, or will lead to decertification.
These decisions will be taken by individual certifiers, and guided by the extent to which each
Criterion is satisfied, and by the importance and
consequences of failures. Some flexibility will be
allowed to cope with local circumstances.
The scale and intensity of forest management operations, the uniqueness of the affected resources,
and the relative ecological fragility of the forest
will be considered in all certification assessments.
Differences and difficulties of interpretation of the
P&C will be addressed in national and local forest
stewardship standards. These standards are to be
developed in each country or region involved, and
will be evaluated for purposes of certification, by
certifiers and other involved and affected parties
on a case by case basis. If necessary, FSC dispute
resolution mechanisms may also be called upon
during the course of assessment. More information
and guidance about the certification and accreditation process is included in the FSC Statutes,
Accreditation Procedures, and Guidelines
for Certifiers.
The FSC P&C should be used in conjunction with
national and international laws and regulations.
FSC intends to complement, not supplant, other
initiatives that support responsible forest management worldwide.
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The FSC will conduct educational activities to
increase public awareness of the importance of
the following:
●

improving forest management

●

incorporating the full costs of management and
production into the price of forest products

●

promoting the highest and best use of
forest resources

●

reducing damage and waste, and

●

avoiding over-consumption and over-harvesting.

FSC will also provide guidance to policy makers
on these issues, including improving forest
management legislation and policies.

principle 1
Compliance with laws
and FSC Principles
Forest management shall respect all applicable
laws of the country in which they occur, and international treaties and agreements to which the
country is a signatory, and comply with all FSC
Principles and Criteria.
1.1 Forest management shall respect all national
and local laws and administrative requirements.
1.2 All applicable and legally prescribed fees,

royalties, taxes and other charges shall be paid.
1.3 In signatory countries, the provisions of all

binding international agreements such as CITES,
ILO Conventions, ITTA, and Convention on
Biological Diversity, shall be respected.
1.4 Conflicts between laws, regulations and the

FSC Principles and Criteria shall be evaluated for
the purposes of certification, on a case by case
basis, by the certifiers and the involved or
affected parties.
1.5 Forest management areas should be protected

from illegal harvesting, settlement and other unauthorized activities.
1.6 Forest managers shall demonstrate a long-term
commitment to adhere to the FSC Principles
and Criteria.

principle 2
Tenure and use rights
and responsibilities
Long-term tenure and use rights to the land and
forest resources shall be clearly defined, documented and legally established.
2.1 Clear evidence of long-term forest use rights to

the land (e.g. land title, customary rights, or lease
agreements) shall be demonstrated.
2.2 Local communities with legal or customary

tenure or use rights shall maintain control, to the
extent necessary to protect their rights or
resources, over forest operations unless they delegate control with free and informed consent to
other agencies.
2.3 Appropriate mechanisms shall be employed to

resolve disputes over tenure claims and use rights.
The circumstances and status of any outstanding
disputes will be explicitly considered in the certification evaluation. Disputes of substantial magnitude involving a significant number of interests
will normally disqualify an operation from
being certified.

principle 3
Indigenous peoples’ rights
The legal and customary rights of indigenous
peoples to own, use and manage their lands,
territories, and resources shall be recognized
and respected.
3.1 Indigenous peoples shall control forest

management on their lands and territories unless
they delegate control with free and informed
consent to other agencies.
3.2 Forest management shall not threaten or
diminish, either directly or indirectly, the resources
or tenure rights of indigenous peoples.
3.3 Sites of special cultural, ecological, economic

or religious significance to indigenous peoples
shall be clearly identified in cooperation with
such peoples, and recognized and protected by
forest managers.
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3.4 Indigenous peoples shall be compensated
for the application of their traditional knowledge
regarding the use of forest species or management
systems in forest operations. This compensation
shall be formally agreed upon with their free
and informed consent before forest
operations commence.
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principle 5
Benefits from the forest
Forest management operations shall encourage the
efficient use of the forest’s multiple products and
services to ensure economic viability and a wide
range of environmental and social benefits.
5.1 Forest management should strive toward

principle 4
Community relations
and worker’s rights
Forest management operations shall maintain or
enhance the long-term social and economic wellbeing of forest workers and local communities.
4.1 The communities within, or adjacent to, the

forest management area should be given opportunities for employment, training, and other services.
4.2 Forest management should meet or exceed all

applicable laws and/or regulations covering health
and safety of employees and their families.
4.3 The rights of workers to organize and voluntarily negotiate with their employers shall be guaranteed as outlined in Conventions 87 and 98 of the
International Labour Organisation (ILO).
4.4 Management planning and operations shall

incorporate the results of evaluations of social
impact. Consultations shall be maintained with
people and groups directly affected by management operations.
4.5 Appropriate mechanisms shall be employed

for resolving grievances and for providing fair
compensation in the case of loss or damage
affecting the legal or customary rights, property,
resources, or livelihoods of local peoples.
Measures shall be taken to avoid such loss
or damage.

economic viability, while taking into account the
full environmental, social, and operational costs
of production, and ensuring the investments necessary to maintain the ecological productivity of
the forest.
5.2 Forest management and marketing operations

should encourage the optimal use and local
processing of the forest’s diversity of products.
5.3 Forest management should minimize waste

associated with harvesting and on-site processing
operations and avoid damage to other forest
resources.
5.4 Forest management should strive to strengthen
and diversify the local economy, avoiding dependence on a single forest product.
5.5 Forest management operations shall recognize,

maintain, and, where appropriate, enhance the
value of forest services and resources such as
watersheds and fisheries.
5.6 The rate of harvest of forest products shall not

exceed levels which can be permanently sustained.

principle 6
Environmental impact
Forest management shall conserve biological diversity and its associated values, water resources,
soils, and unique and fragile ecosystems and landscapes, and, by so doing, maintain the ecological
functions and the integrity of the forest.
6.1 Assessment of environmental impacts shall be
completed – appropriate to the scale, intensity of
forest management and the uniqueness of the
affected resources – and adequately integrated into
management systems.
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Assessments shall include landscape level considerations as well as the impacts of on-site processing
facilities. Environmental impacts shall be assessed
prior to commencement of site-disturbing
operations.
6.2 Safeguards shall exist which protect rare,
threatened and endangered species and their habitats (e.g. nesting and feeding areas). Conservation
zones and protection areas shall be established,
appropriate to the scale and intensity of forest
management and the uniqueness of the affected
resources. Inappropriate hunting, fishing, trapping
and collecting shall be controlled.
6.3 Ecological functions and values shall be main-

tained intact, enhanced, or restored, including:

ment and training shall be provided to minimize
health and environmental risks.
6.7 Chemicals, containers, liquid and solid non-

organic wastes including fuel and oil shall be
disposed of in an environmentally appropriate
manner at off-site locations.
6.8 Use of biological control agents shall be documented, minimized, monitored and strictly
controlled in accordance with national laws and
internationally accepted scientific protocols. Use of
genetically modified organisms shall be prohibited.
6.9 The use of exotic species shall be carefully

controlled and actively monitored to avoid adverse
ecological impacts.
6.10 Forest conversion to plantations or non-

●

forest regeneration and succession

●

genetic, species, and ecosystem diversity

●

natural cycles that affect the productivity of the
forest ecosystem.

●

entails a very limited portion of the forest
management unit, and

6.4 Representative samples of existing ecosystems

●

within the landscape shall be protected in their
natural state and recorded on maps, appropriate to
the scale and intensity of operations and the
uniqueness of the affected resources.

does not occur on high conservation value forest
areas, and

●

will enable clear, substantial, additional, secure,
long term conservation benefits across the forest
management unit.

forest land uses shall not occur, except in circumstances where conversion:

6.5 Written guidelines shall be prepared and

implemented to:
●

control erosion

●

minimize forest damage during harvesting,
road construction, and all other mechanical
disturbances, and

●

protect water resources.

6.6 Management systems shall promote the development and adoption of environmentally friendly
non-chemical methods of pest management and
strive to avoid the use of chemical pesticides.
World Health Organization Type 1A and 1B and
chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides; pesticides that
are persistent, toxic or whose derivatives remain
biologically active and accumulate in the food
chain beyond their intended use; as well as any
pesticides banned by international agreement, shall
be prohibited. If chemicals are used, proper equip-

principle 7
Management plan
A management plan – appropriate to the scale and
intensity of the operations – shall be written,
implemented, and kept up to date. The long term
objectives of management, and the means of
achieving them, shall be clearly stated.
7.1 The management plan and supporting docu-

ments shall provide:
●

management objectives

●

description of the forest resources to be
managed, environmental limitations, land use
and ownership status, socio-economic conditions, and a profile of adjacent lands

●

description of silvicultural and/or other manage-
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ment system, based on the ecology of the forest
in question and information gathered through
resource inventories.

environment. Monitoring procedures should be
consistent and replicable over time to allow
comparison of results and assessment of change.

●

rationale for rate of annual harvest and
species selection

●

provisions for monitoring of forest growth
and dynamics

8.2 Forest management should include the
research and data collection needed to monitor, at
a minimum, the following indicators:
●

yield of all forest products harvested

●

environmental safeguards based on environmental assessments

●

growth rates, regeneration and condition of
the forest

●

plans for the identification and protection of
rare, threatened and endangered species

●

composition and observed changes in the flora
and fauna

●

maps describing the forest resource base
including protected areas, planned management
activities and land ownership

●

environmental and social impacts of harvesting
and other operations

●

●

description and justification of harvesting techniques and equipment to be used.

costs, productivity, and efficiency of forest
management.

7.2 The management plan shall be periodically
revised to incorporate the results of monitoring or
new scientific and technical information, as well as
to respond to changing environmental, social and
economic circumstances.
7.3 Forest workers shall receive adequate training

and supervision to ensure proper implementation
of the management plan.
7.4 While respecting the confidentiality of infor-

mation, forest managers shall make publicly available a summary of the primary elements of the
management plan, including those listed in
Criterion 7.1.

principle 8
Monitoring and assessment
Monitoring shall be conducted – appropriate to
the scale and intensity of forest management – to
assess the condition of the forest, yields of forest
products, chain of custody, management activities
and their social and environmental impacts.
8.1 The frequency and intensity of monitoring

should be determined by the scale and intensity
of forest management operations as well as the
relative complexity and fragility of the affected

8.3 Documentation shall be provided by the forest

manager to enable monitoring and certifying organizations to trace each forest product from its
origin, a process known as the ‘chain of custody’.
8.4 The results of monitoring shall be incorporated into the implementation and revision of the
management plan.
8.5 While respecting the confidentiality of infor-

mation, forest managers shall make publicly available a summary of the results of monitoring
indicators, including those listed in Criterion 8.2.

principle 9
Maintenance of high conservation
value forests
Management activities in high conservation value
forests shall maintain or enhance the attributes
which define such forests. Decisions regarding high
conservation value forests shall always be considered in the context of a precautionary approach.
9.1 Assessment to determine the presence of the

attributes consistent with High Conservation Value
Forests will be completed, appropriate to scale and
intensity of forest management.
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9.2 The consultative portion of the certification
process must place emphasis on the identified
conservation attributes, and options for the maintenance thereof.

and social stability. Such diversity may include the
size and spatial distribution of management units
within the landscape, number and genetic composition of species, age classes and structures.

9.3 The management plan shall include and

10.4 The selection of species for planting shall be

implement specific measures that ensure the
maintenance and/or enhancement of the applicable
conservation attributes consistent with the precautionary approach. These measures shall be
specifically included in the publicly available
management plan summary.

based on their overall suitability for the site and
their appropriateness to the management objectives. In order to enhance the conservation of
biological diversity, native species are preferred
over exotic species in the establishment of plantations and the restoration of degraded ecosystems.
Exotic species, which shall be used only when their
performance is greater than that of native species,
shall be carefully monitored to detect unusual
mortality, disease, or insect outbreaks and adverse
ecological impacts.

9.4 Annual monitoring shall be conducted

to assess the effectiveness of the measures
employed to maintain or enhance the applicable
conservation attributes.

principle 10
Plantations
Plantations shall be planned and managed in
accordance with Principles and Criteria 1–9, and
Principle 10 and its Criteria. While plantations can
provide an array of social and economic benefits,
and can contribute to satisfying the world’s needs
for forest products, they should complement the
management of, reduce pressures on, and promote
the restoration and conservation of natural forests.
10.1 The management objectives of the plantation,

including natural forest conservation and restoration objectives, shall be explicitly stated in the
management plan, and clearly demonstrated in the
implementation of the plan.
10.2 The design and layout of plantations should

promote the protection, restoration and conservation of natural forests, and not increase pressures
on natural forests. Wildlife corridors, streamside
zones and a mosaic of stands of different ages and
rotation periods, shall be used in the layout of the
plantation, consistent with the scale of the operation. The scale and layout of plantation blocks
shall be consistent with the patterns of forest
stands found within the natural landscape.
10.3 Diversity in the composition of plantations is

preferred, so as to enhance economic, ecological

10.5 A proportion of the overall forest manage-

ment area, appropriate to the scale of the plantation and to be determined in regional standards,
shall be managed so as to restore the site to a
natural forest cover.
10.6 Measures shall be taken to maintain or

improve soil structure, fertility, and biological
activity. The techniques and rate of harvesting,
road and trail construction and maintenance, and
the choice of species shall not result in long term
soil degradation or adverse impacts on water
quality, quantity or substantial deviation from
stream course drainage patterns.
10.7 Measures shall be taken to prevent and minimize outbreaks of pests, diseases, fire and invasive
plant introductions. Integrated pest management
shall form an essential part of the management
plan, with primary reliance on prevention and
biological control methods rather than chemical
pesticides and fertilizers. Plantation management
should make every effort to move away from
chemical pesticides and fertilizers, including their
use in nurseries. The use of chemicals is also
covered in Criteria 6.6 and 6.7.
10.8 Appropriate to the scale and diversity of the
operation, monitoring of plantations shall include
regular assessment of potential on-site and off-site
ecological and social impacts, (e.g. natural regeneration, effects on water resources and soil fertility,
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and impacts on local welfare and social wellbeing), in addition to those elements addressed in
Principles 8, 6 and 4. No species should be planted
on a large scale until local trials and/or experience
have shown that they are ecologically well-adapted
to the site, are not invasive, and do not have significant negative ecological impacts on other ecosystems. Special attention will be paid to social issues
of land acquisition for plantations, especially
the protection of local rights of ownership, use
or access.
10.9 Plantations established in areas converted

from natural forests after November 1994
normally shall not qualify for certification.
Certification may be allowed in circumstances
where sufficient evidence is submitted to the
certification body that the manager/owner is
not responsible directly or indirectly of
such conversion.
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appendix 3

commonly-used acronyms
CAR

Corrective Action Request

DBH

Diameter at breast height
used to measure the size of trees

DFID

United Kingdom Department for
International Development

FMU

Forest Management Unit

FSC

Forest Stewardship Council

ISO

International Organisation for
Standardisation

NGO

Non-governmental organisation

P&C

FSC Principles and Criteria

SFE

Small Forest Enterprise

WWF Worldwide Fund for Nature

Ratification and revisions to the Principles
and Criteria
The FSC Founding Members and Board of
Directors ratified Principles 1–9 in
September 1994.
The FSC Members and Board of Directors ratified
Principle 10 in February 1996.
The revision of Principle 9 and the addition of
Criteria 6.10 and 10.9 were ratified by the FSC
Members and Board of Directors in January 1999.
The definition of Precautionary Approach was
ratified during the 1999 FSC General Assembly in
June 1999.

